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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Indian education has followed many paths; these various methods
of educating the Indian have been discussed and at times completely
denounced.

Many questions have arisen pertaining to the academic

achievement of these people in respect to their capabilities, interests,
desires, attitudes and their socio-economic status.

There is some

thought that the cultural background and the assimilation into the nonIndian culture tends to retard their academic achievement In schools
which follow a course of study based on the non-Indian society; and
that the level of their achievement is below the level of the nonIndian student in the same school.

I. PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

Progress in all societies is based on the learning process of
individuals within a society.

With this thought in mind, it was the

purpose of this study to establish some of the influential factors
affecting achievement in the educational process of the Shoshone Indian
student in two public schools on the Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyoming; and the relationship of these factors to their academic achieve
ment comparative to the non-Indian student in the same schools.
Specifically these purposes are:
1. To give a brief historical-cultural background and the present
between-culture situation of the Shoshone Indian in perspec
tive to present day accomplishments.

2. To give a concise backgrotind of Indian education in general end
of the education in particular on the Wind Hiter Eeserration.
3. To introduce the presoat day status of the Shoshone Indian rel
ative to their educational background and as conditioning
factors of present day student achievenient «
4. To present and evaluate the grevaient attitude of the parents
of the students tested towards the public school educational
process.
5. To present and evaluate the opinions of teachers of Shoshone
students in relation to their learning process,
6. To establish the academic achievement of the Shoshone student
in coHçarison with their non-Indian schoolmates in whose
society they exist and must continue to survive and progress.
7»

To furnish criteria to public school officials for the purpose
of evaluation and possible revision of the philosophy and
course of study to the needs of the Shoshone student whom it
is their duty to educate.

II. IMPOHTANGE OF THIS STUDY

The detailed responsibility of educating the Shoshone student,
as of the non-Indian, lies with the public school in general and the
classroom teacher in particular. The public school enrolls more Indias.
students than does any other agency.

They are confronted with the

problem of how to educate the Indian student so his school achievement
and standard of living will be equivalent to the non-Indian. They must
have equal opportunity of competition in the complex American way of
life. Chapters Three, Four, and livB are an uncovering of certain basie
underlying factors which tend to influence the aeademie achievement of
the Shoshone student. Periodically these and other factors have been
dlSGuased by aohool offleiala and teaobers. Including the wlter, but
little has been done in attempting to compile and analyze them for a
more complete understanding of the problem.

The Shoshone enrollment in

the two aohools iiaed for this study is 73 percent of the total enrollment of the grades tested. School officials need a complete understanding of these people in order to offer them a more complete education.
Courses of study in puMio schools are based on the non-Indiaa
needs and background and can only be ez^eeted to educate the non-Indla:a
student. "The major criticism against the public school has been its
failure to meet specific Indian needs", relates Zvelyn 0. Adams, long
time Federal employee, "particularly vdth reference to language diff
iculties, vocational training, and economic adjustment",^

These courses

of study should be revised to meet the Indian society needs eua well as
the non-Indian needs if the Indian student is to be educated.

Wlllard

W. Beatty, Director of Indian. Education, wrote in 1942, "The school pro
gram is only valid when it satisfies the needs of the people being educated."B
The intelligence of the Indian has been debated in relation to
their ability to learn»

Falaeious attitudes and beliefs of the non-

Indlan makes this an important point in correlating intelligmee and
achievement*

John Collier who had twenty-si% years of working direatly

with Indians, twenty as D# 8. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, has this
to say about Indian achievement:
* . . in ethnic groups of low prestige the apparent inferiority
(acquired or innate) may mask an actual superiority. In most Indian
groups the academic lag of children is pronounced, but if these child
ren were given non-language tests that have been standardized on.

^^^velyn G* Adams, American Indj^ Education (Eew York:
Crown Press, 1946), p. 82.

Elng^s

^Harold E. Fey, and D'Arcy McNlckle, Indians and Other Americans
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959), p. 118,

—4—
whites, they excel, even, to a sensational extent.^
Any lingering dotOst of the native ability of the Indian people
was removed by studies jointly imdertaken by the Bureau of Indian Af
fairs and the University of Chicago in intelligence testing of Indian
4
children and non-Indian children of a rural area in the Middle West,
The tests used were performance tests and drawing tests and required a
minimum acauaintance with the English language. The higher average
I.Q.'s of children ages six through eleven were made by Indian children
with one group having an average 1,0,, of 112 and a second group had 111,
both on the Arthur Scale, These two groups measured 111 and 11? on the
Groodenough Test, The Middle Western children, non-Indian, scored an
average I,ft, of 103 on the Arthur Test and 101 on the Goodenough Test,
Another group of Indian children had a range from 101 on the Arthur to
114 on the Goodenough,

A third group of Indian children ranged from

100 to 112 on these two tests and still another Indian group ranged
from 100 to 109,

Every Indian group had a higher average on the Good-

enough Test than the non-Indian children. It is concluded that Indian
intelligence parallels that of the non-Indian, therefore, academic
achievement should parallel in public schools with enrollment of both
races,

3
John Collier, Indians of the Americas (Hew York:
American Library, 1947), p, 171,

The Hew

Robert T, i&ivighurst and Rhea R, Hilkevitch, "The Intelligence
of Indian Children as Measured by a Performance Scale," Journal of Ab
normal and Social Psychology» 39:419-433, 1944; Robert J, Havighurst,
Minna Koral Gunther, and Inez E, Pratt, "Environment and the Dram-aMan Test: The Performance of Indian Children," Ibid., 40:50-63, 1946,

-5The kind of research necessary to reveal in&rmation pertaining
to Indian needs, as recommended by the Indian Education Sub-Oommlttee,
is to send into the Indian school and the Indian home trained social
solentlsts who can observe and reoord Indian attitudes; and trained
educators who can observe and appraise the values and defieieneies of
the present system.

It is the writer's opinion that these trained

social scientists and trained educators would have to spend consider
able time living in the community and mingling with the people in order
to gain the rapport needed to go into the home and talk intimately with
the people.

It has been found that scholarly researchers have tried

and failed because of not gaining the confidence of the Shoshone people
before attempting any type of investigation,
A foundation for a useful and effective future program need be
laid. School officials need criteria to lay this foundation; therefore,
this study is important in presenting certain factors affecting the
academic achievement of the Indian student and may serve as a segment
of the criteria needed.

III. ASSUMPTIONS, IZLimTAino^, T.TMTTATIOHS, DEFINITION OF TEBaS

Assumptions

If the achievement of Shoshone students is not comparable to the
non-Indian, and education Is not jjireparing them for non-Indian society,
the factors lie «ithln the culture, or merging culture, of the Shoshone

See Appendl% A, Writer's Ezperience.

—6—
people; the attitude of the parents towards education and the non-Indian;
the students' horns environment ; and the curriculum and methods of teach
ing used»

These are underlying assumptions which the writer feels must

be made to justify the study.
Specific assumptions made for this study are:
1. The Instruments chosen and constructed are valid for the purpose
of analyzing and evaluating.
2«

It is assumed the tests used, Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, are
suitable instruments. The norms for this test are based on
extensive and heterogenlous sampling of areas throughout the
United States#

3,

An assumption is made that the technique of Interviewing the
parents or guardians of the students tested was the best
method of gaining information of parental attitudes.

4, The writer assumes that the use of a questionnaire for teachers
of students tested, though items are personal opinions, were
valid because they drew on the teachers' experience and their
attitudes in themself are a factor in Shoshone education.
5o

It is also assumed that in order for the Shoshone people to equal
the societal status of the non-Indian, which they most ultlmately do, the academic achlevement of the Shoshone student
should equal that of the non-Indian*

Delimitations

The testing program was restricted to two public schools on the
Wind Elver Indian Reservation in grades three through eight. The Shoshone
Indian student enrollment in these two schools is a little more than
ninety percent of the total school age children in grades one through
ei^t of the Shoshone tribe. The enrollment in the grades tested was:
grade three, 45 students; grade four, 32 students; grade five, 46 atudents; grade six, 25 students; grade seven, 45 students; grade eight, 46
students. Of these 239 students, 162 were Shoshone Indian students of

one-fourth quentim of blood or more. The remaining 87 stMents are
elaasified as non-Indian inoluding a few being Shoabone Indian ?d.th leaa
than, one-fourth quantim of blood, that is, being less then one-fourth
Shoshone Indian*
This study is based on a three year testing irogram with tests
administered the lest lart of April or the first part of May during the
years 1959, 1960, and 1961. Aooordingly, all students in grades one
throu^ eight during the 1958-59 sehool year «ere tested onoe, while the
majority were tested twice and three times during this three year per
iod. The total number of tests administered for the three year period
to both Shoshone and non-Indian students in grades three through eight
waa 478, with 061 Shoshone students tested and 127 non-Indian students
tested in the sane two schools. This study waa delimited to the Iowa
Tests of Basic Skllla, which test the skill subjects only.
Parent

interviews were delimited to Indian parents or guardians

of students tested. A representative cross section of all parents were
interviewed and in most all oases both parents were present.

Q^e8bloE.-

naires were sent to thirty teachers who were teaching or who had taught
Shoshone students some time during the three year period in the two
schools tested and in one school vdiich enrolls Shoshone students, but
test data for that school was not available#
The historical-cultural baekground and between-Qiiltore sittiation,
euLong with the present day status of the Shoshone Indians will be pre
sented as descriptive evidence of certain factors itich influence the
academic achievement of the Shoshone Indian student.

The study Is limited to grades three through sii in the Crowheart
School as it is an elementary school with only sii grades. The students
upon completion of these grades attend the Morton Si^ School #iieh has
a sii-sii plan. The Croidieart School is small and necessitates one
teacher fbr tuo grades#

A control situation is limited because of these

and other factors. The study is limited to grades three throu^ ei^t in
the Fort Washakie School. They tave self-contained rooms in the third
throu^ the fifth grades and grades sii, seven, and eight are departmentalizedo
Parent interviews are limited in that is is difficult to converse
with parents with whom there has been little previous contact. This de
limits the scope of the sample. The writer selected parents whom he had
gained confidence and rapport with previously, and feels this system did
gain more valid answers.
Some of the teachers in these school systems will have had little
experience in teaching and assciciatii% with the Shoshone people. There
are no tools to measure the qualitative values of the underlying factors
whieh tend to influence achievenent. The inferences made are accepted
as valid, as they would be within any society.

Definition of Terms

Non-Indian#

For the purpose of this study, any individual or

group with no, or with less than one=fourth quantum of Shoshone blood.
Most are descendants of Gaucasian origin with various background nation
alities.

-9Shoshone Indian student. For this study Shoshone students are
classified as having one-fourth quantum or more of Shoshone Indian blood.
To be recipient of tribal benefits and on tribal census, in accordance
to tribal regulations, they mist have one-fourth quantum or more of
Shoshone blood*
Off-reservation boarding school,

A school operated by the United

States DepEOctmenb of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, idiich ia
located off the reservation restricted to Indians and until 1928 inoluded the first throu^ the twelfth grade. After this date it was lessened to include only the four high school years. Clhildren from all
tribes «ere integrated in these schools with no parental or reservation
influence whatever,
Oonrnmnity day achool*

A school located near or in the central

part of a particular conmanity on the reservation, The philosophy here
was based on the school being a community center. These schools con
tained grades one through eight, plus a beginners grade*
Beginnere« grade, Pre-first grade for five and sii year olda for
the primary purpose of teaching the use of Zn^ish in the community day
school.
Mission school. A gehool operated throu,^ the efforts and fi
nance of a religious denomination. On the Wind Eiver Eeservation these
were operated by the Catholic and Episcopal faiths. They consisted of
g
a girls* boarding school at Roberts Mission; em. Episcopal grade school
at 3thete; a Oatholic grade and high school at St, Stephens,

The history of Roberts Mission ims submitted by Miss Gwen Eoberts,
dau^ter of the late Beverend John Roberts, and may be found in Appendii B.

™X0~
Per eaulta iia^inent.

A monthly payment of funds acommilatecl

throT:!^ tribal resources, cLerived, primarily from land leases and oil
royalties. Each individual on the tribal oensns reeelves an equal share,
regardless of age. Payments are handled by the Bnreau of Indian AffajTS.
General Oouncll,

The General Oouncil consists of mass meetings

#here everyone may speak and the majority rules. The meetings are con
ducted by a chairman.
Business Ooimcil, This administrative body consists of siz
members elected by popular vote every two years. This council condncts
most of the business for the Shoshone Indiana,
Aeculturation, The changing and diffusion of the Shoshone Indian
aboriginal culture into the dominant culture of the non-Indian society the position of being between two cultiires,

T, PEOCEDOSES

Oollection of Data

For nine years the T*riter has been an active observer cf Shoshone
Indian life; seven years in the Fort Washakie Sohool and one year In the
Morton School,

Much of the subjective data for the hlstorlcej., ciiltural,

and present day status «ae procured through conversation, obeerratlor.,
and participation in coummity life,

Oertaln of these data were further

obtained by academic research.
Parents of the Sho^one students ware interviewed by the wlter
during the school year 1960-61,

Questions asked of interviewaes appear

in Appeiidiz 0, OMestlonnalres were sent to teachers lAo, during the span
of the testing program, tau^it in the three schoola on the reservation.

-11Answers to questions related to Shoshone aohievement were sought, based
OB the teachers' experience within the school and coimminity,

Question-

maire appears in Appendix D.
Achievement data of the Shoshone and non-Indian stodentg were
obtained by DonsCLd D, Woleott, Wind River Indian Beserration GuidanoeCoTinselor, for the Department of Public Instruction, State of Wyoming.
Kr. Woloott administered the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills to all students
represented in this study during the spring of 1959, 1960, and 1961 and
submitted the raw score class sheets for this study. This assured a
consistency in test administration#

Treatmmt of Data

In most instances the data are presented in descriptive form;
this is dictated by the nature of the study* The answers to the questions posed to the parents are used to establish their attitude towards
their ehildrens' education. Answers to the teacher questionnaire ere
employed to reveal some underlying factors ndiioh are believed respon
sible fbr the students^ progress in school and society#
Test data are presented statistically in a series of tables and
figures. The data are grouped by grades only and not by schools. Each
test is presented by a table showing the range of scores, the ?5th per
centile, the 25th percentile, and the median score#

A figure illoa-

trates the data of each test in graphical form showing the total range,
the middle fifty percent and the median score*
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills norms.

The figure also contains

VI.

EELAIEED LITERATUEE

Much, has been written on aeaâemic aehiefsment and the usefulness
of standardized aehievement tests in public sohoola.

Little has been

mrltten on Indian achievement and factors affeotlng that aehievement »
A brief summary of related literature will be given here.

Literature on Testing Indian Students

The first Indian Serriee educational service wide survey, begin
ning in 1944, covered a period of three years»

Results of this survey

were written and summarized by Shailer Peterson. In 1945 and 1946 selected tests vere given to all pupils In the fourth, el^th and twelfth
grades in federal Indian schools, and to pupils in the same grades of
many cooperating mission and public schoolso

The number of students

tested was 7,409,of which 2,573 were attending public schools.

Dr.

Shailer Peterson, of the University of Chicago, actively directed the
administration and evaluation of the tests during these three years
M
and prepared the monograph whieh suraaarized the findings of the study»
A fbllow up study was made in 1950, of the previous testing pro
gram of 1944-45-46. The results of the 1950 Service-Wide Testing Proo
gram are contained. In the monograph written by consultants of the

'Shailer Peterson, How Well Are Indian Children Educated,?
(Lawrence, Kansas; Haskell Institute Print Shop, 1948), pp. 9-19.
8

Kenneth Anderson, Z. Gordon Colllster, and Carl Z. Ladd, The Ed
ucational Achievement of Indian Children, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
TMlted States Department of the Interior, Sinograph (Lawirence, Kansas:
Easkell Institute, 1955), pp. 1-17*

-12-

—X3~
Indian Eesearoh. and Testing Programs of the nnlversity of Eiansas. The
testing program was supervised by L. Madison. Coombs, Edueatlon SpeeialIst, Bureau of Indlem. Affairs#

The same areas were tested; suoh as,

Alaska, DeJcota, Mountain, Navajo, Oklahoma, Pacific, Pueblo, Southeast
and Southmest, in this 1950 study as were in the 1944-45-46 study.
Pupils at the fourth and eighth grade levels in 1946 were now,
assuming normal progress, at the elg&th and twelfth grade levels, respeoti-vely, in 1950. It was thou^t the retestlng at these last named
grade levels would provide much illuminating data,

Tet, this showed no

great change in the proportion of retarded students. Both studies show
ed that the Indian children attending public schools with non-Indians
achieved higher than Indian children in other types of schools. The
studies revealed a sll^t but significant difference in favor of nonIndlan children in all of the standardized tests. It also revealed that
the younger Indian children did better academically than the older Indlan children as compared by differences in norms. A basic conclusion
made by Kenneth Anderson was, "As the cultural and educational backgrounds
of Indian children become more like those of idilte children, the more
closely will the educational achievement of Indian children match that of
white children."^
The Bureau of Indian Affairs again carried out an achievement
testing program but on a much larger scale than the two previous studies,
A third monograph^^ was printed as a result of this testing program.

^Ibld.. p. 77.
Madison Coombs and others, Tb.e Indian Child Goes To School,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, United States Department of the Interior,
(Lawrence, Kansas: Baskell Institute, 1958), pp. 1-9.

-14A jpopulation of 23,608 student a wre tested in sii eupeas of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, in Federal, mission and public schools. The nonIndian population was 9,922 and 13,686 Indian population in these sane
schools and grades four through tTml?@ were tested in both groups*

Sev

eral factors were presented as being an influence on school achieTement.
Mr. Ooonibs found that the non-Indian in public schools aohieved highest,
followed by Indian pupils in public schools, Indian pupils in Federal
schools, and Indian pupils in mission schools.

Conclusions

ThB previcus testing programs and evaluations, although wide in
scope, point only to generalities of factors affecting school achlevement. Problems peculiar to certain Indian groups and to individual
schools were not brought out in these studies,

Al#ough these testing

programs gave valuable data for a basis of comparing Indian and nonIndian groups, these data need to be supplemented by further studies of
individual localities.

OHAFTEE II

HISTOHICAL SKMIFIGMCE OF THE PROBLEM

Education has always been considered a basic tool in helping the
Indian people aocoiamodate their llTss to the world of the white man.
The question was s

How educate?

By what means?

For Miat purpose?^

These questions have been posed as problems to schools responsible for
educating the Indian student and especially a problem to the United
States Government,
This chapter will give the reader a basic understanding of what
has been done in an attempt to find the answers to the preoeeding ques
tions,

A general history from the time of the first real attempts to

educate the Indian, about 1870, to the present, 1961* will be cotreredo

I. THE EARLY EERIOD—18?0 TO 1933^

"8o long as the waters flow, so long as the girass Is green, so
long as the sun will rise, the Government will provide education for
the Indian»" This statement is an Indian interpretation of one of the
provisions stipulated in the scores of peace treaties negotiated with
the Indian Nations since colonial times.

This thought prevails in the

minds of many Indians todays

"Harold E« Fey, and D'Arey MeHiekle, Indians and Other Americans
(Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1959), po 5*
^The end of the "early period" actually began in 1928, but did
not reach its full significance until 1933, with the appointment of
John Collier as Indian Oommissioner.
~15—
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Actually, Indian éducation is as old as Indian life, or fifteen
to twenty thousand years in Amer lea. In primitive times education and
religion were the basis of life itself. The beginnings of the European
oolonial rule in the New World brought about violent shocks to Indian
spirit and culture, itioh no earlier age of Indian life had needed to
undergo. A radically different civilization not only alien to, but
actively hostile toward, Indian powers and values confronted the Indian,
In the introduction of Adams, American Indian Education, John Collier
statesÎ
Indian education at the hands of Europe and later at the hands
of the independent republics south of the lio Grande, the U, S,,
and Canada, appears as an attempt to substitute through the school
as an institution, a new autonomous, total environment and into
this environment to transmigrate the individual Indian child and
so to remake him into a European personality. Always there were
exceptions but thus was the overwhelming trend of Indian school
ing after conquest « It was the trend in the TJ. S. until twenty
years ago and the trend is not wholly stopped yet.^
Volumes could be written on Indian education, but the Intent of
this chapter is to give a brief historical summary of Indian education;
this may be presented as follows:
In 1870 Congress authorized the first mnmrnl appropriation for
Indian education and so the "long hope" began. The Federal Government,
at least since the Civilization Act of 1819, has maintained that educa
tion mnst plgy a significant irole in helping Indians adjust to the soci
ety of the non-Indians in whose midst they live.

Btom the time of the

first off-reservation boarding school, established at Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania in 1879, until the Meriam Report in 1928 and the Indian

^Evelyn 0. Adams, Amerisan Indian Education (New York: Zing's
Crown Press, 1946), p. xii.

-17Eeorganization Act la 1934, emphasis was placed on. the off-reserTation
"boarding school.

It aiiœd to equip the Indian children, especially the

most gifted, for life away from the reserration.

About 25,000 children

T*ere taken annually to boarding sohoola where food, olothing, shelter,
tuition, books, medical care, and transpoirtation were provided fbr them.^
The course of study was centered on the teaching of the English language.
The Indian Bureau followed a policy dedicated to incorporating
the Indian as quickly as possible into white society. At first little
concern was felt as to whether this rapid incorporation was desired by
the Indians, or, if imposed against their will, what the results might
be#

The following statement by James E. Officer indicates the harsh

practices followed by the Indian Bureau:
Ignoring conq)letely the tribal differenoeG, the infant repre
sentatives of hundreds of tribes were thrown together indisorimr
inately. The better to encourage the learning of English, the
speaking of tribal languages was forbidden. The ban was enforced
throu^ corporal puniahment—occasionally of brutal nature.
Little children barely seven years old were torn from their parents,
shipped sometimes thousands of miles from home, without under
standing what it was all about, and then housed in vast ugly,
friendless dormitories where 60 to 100 and more children shared
a single room. Bathing and toilet facilities were inconvenient
and unsanitary*^
Thus, we undertook to "alvilize" our wards*
Most of the vocational training was the washing of piles of
clothes and stacks of dishes, making hundreds of beds, cleaning acres
of floors, which amounted to nothing more than Araed child labor.

E. Burton, The Be-establishment of the Indian in Their Pueblo
life Through the Eevlval of Their Traditional Crafts (New York: Oolunibla
University, 1936), p. 6,
5
James E. Officer, Indians in School (Series I of AnBrican Indian
Series; Tuscon: Univsrsity of Arizona Press, 1966), p* 17,
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Not until after World War I did hone eoonomios and agriculture enter into
the course of study. By this time, Toeational courses offered fbr girls
consisted of home economics and,for the boy% agriculture, carpentry and
shoemaking*

These courses varied slightly from school to school, Ne-per

ware the vocational subjects correlated with the academic. The "training"
consisted of half a day in the academic class and a half a day in the
vocational class*
During the "early period" in Indian education the principal educa
tional tool was the off-reserration boarding school, but some mention
most be given to other types of schools involved in this educational
process*

In some areas the on-reservation boarding sehool was used with

ths philosophy beigg the same as in off-reservation schools, ^re,
thou^, parents did occasionally see their children, ^ich helped the
youngsters beer the time away from home.
With the passing of time some recognition was given to the day
school located in Indian communities, in Miich the children spent only
a part of the day away from home. These day schools were concerned pri
marily with elementary grades and were very rarely of secondary nature.
Stemdecrd courses of study, adopted from the public schools, were prac
ticed. On completion of these grades, if no on-reservatioa high school
eiisted, Ihe youngsters were sent tc the off-reservation boarding sehool.
In these early day schools little effort was made is. considering the
cultural heritage of Ihe people.
During this time also, and up to the present, church sponsored
mission schools have done much pioneering In the field of Indian educa
tion. The federal Government encouraged the participation of religious

-19seots la Its school program duriiig the 1870'8, not only because it felt
that missionary lna.Tience wonld speed up the civilizing process, but
alao because missionary teachers could be more easily persuaded than
their lay brethem to work for the low wages and under the difficult
conditions with %dileh Indian servloe personnel were confronted.

The

Merlam Report In 1928 listed four areas In which It felt mission
schools contributed Importantly to Indian educatlono

Thase areas were:

(1) to furnish needed supplementary aid to existing facilities, (2) to
furnish pioneer work not so likely to be done by public or GoTornment
schools, (3) to furnish denominational-sponsored education for those
preferring it, and (4) to furnish religious leadership fbr the Indian
Pi
people.

From time to tine the mission schools were subsidized by the

n* 8. Government, but for,the most part the sponsoring sect was respon
sible for their omn financial support*
Because the public schools contributed little during this early
period, their importance will be discussed later in the chapter*

II. THE MIDrCE YEARS—1928 TO 1955"^

By 1928, some federal officials were beginning to question the
value of the off-reeerration. boarding school as an agent for "clTillzlng"
the Indian. In numero^is cases Indians so educated had returned to their
reservation and, at leaet outwardly, "gone back to the blanket".

^Ibid.. p. 110.
7
The end of the "middle years' varied in different states and
localities* 1955 was the end on the Wind Elver Reservation as the Fed
eral Government's responalbility was concerned*
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In 1926; Seeretary of the Interior Eobort Work authorized, the Brookinga
Institute of Washington to carry out a stirTey of conditions among jùnerlean Indians and make Mcommendationa as to how Indian administration
might be lmpix)7ed, Emerging from that study was the Merism Report whloh
was ocmpleted In. 1928 and included suggestions pertaining to Indian edu»
cation. It zrecommended increasing the number and quality of day aohcola.
Abolitions of the unifom school ctiiriculum were called for and urged
the raising of personnel standards*

Where boarding schools were retain

ed, it declared they should provide the Indian child with better physical
eiaminatlons, better food, and more apace, mid should demand of h-im less
heavy productive work*

The report recommended that Indieun. children be

placed in public schools wherevar possible, and encouraged to continue
their education to hi^i school and college levels*

Soholarahips and

student loans were proposed to make secondary and university education
possible for Indian bo%# a&d girls.
The Msriam Eeporh^ recommendations did not achieve their full

9

lnqjact until after the passage of the India,n Reorganization Mt' in
1934. This act Itself contained only one provision specifically related
to edosatlon. The provision called for acholarship loans to Indians to
continue their education beyond the elsmentary Isvel. Congreas appro
priated $195,000 for educatloneO. loa%,s to Indianj) under the Indian Eec^rganizatlon Act,

8

Of this amount, $38,000 wae set aside fcr tee in

Lewis Merlam and Associates, The Problem of Izidian Administration
(Baltimore: The lord Baltimore Prese, 19281.
g
Jay B. Nash, Oliver LaFarge, and W. Oarson Eyan, The New Day for
the Indian (Hew York; Academy Press, 1938), pp. 15"17.
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tmivsralties and colleges, the remainder *aa earmarked for trade and
vocational achcols. In setting tip a new policy for the Indian Bureau,
the Indian Seorganizatlon Act outlined new roles for Indian education.
Principal among these was the ascription of gpceater inqportance to res
ervation day schools and to public schools located near reservations.
Boarding schools declined and were regarded generally eis "last resort"
facilities.
In 1935; President Roosevelt appointed John Collier as commlS"
sioner of Indian Affairs and lie held thla office until 1945.

When the

OoUier regime eussumed control of the Indian Bureau, it carried the on
slaught against the boarding schools vigoroimly forward.

In every pos

sible instauce, these institutions were replaced with what came to be
known as "gommunlty schools". From 1933 to 1943 there was a loss of
sixteen boarding schools and a gain of ei^ty-foia^ day schools, mmking
a total gain of slity-el^t schools; enrollment had shifted from three^
fourths in boarding schools in 1933 to two-thlrds in community day
schools in 1943*

By thla ]^ar there were two hundred and sizky-flve

Government schools with an enrollment of thlrty=four thousand. Indian
public school enrollmenb exceeded that figure, and more than twelve
thousand eligible Indian children were not in any school. Daring these
ten years, the off-reservatlon boarding school enz-ollmenb dropped from
nearly ten thousand to a little over fifty-seven hundred.
Early in these middle ^ears the course of study in the boarding
schools was bent towards vocational training based on the prospects of
employmait off the reservation. In a few schools some time was given to
native arts and crafts, tribal dances and customa, but the purpose, of
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course, was to keep the cMldren occupied and these activities did help
to ease the situation of being away from home. Very little of this ac
tivity was done in the community day schools at that time because the
children lived at home.
By 1943 there were two hundred and sixteen community day schools
and, during the ten years proceeding, the enrollment had risen from
6,836 to 21,559,

All of these community day schools offered elementary

courses and twenty-seven offered full or partial high school work.
The problem of educating the Indian was reinterpreted under the
Collier administration and due to the Meriam Eeport, The traditional
course of instruction was transformed and vitalized by relating it to
the Indians interests, aptitudes and aligning it with local and national
eeonoDQT, In the elementary schools, academic courses with a prevocational slant pertained to projects close at hand. For example,
students learned in late autumn about harvesting crops, storing vege
tables, or curing meat; and in spring about pottery, gardening, or
prairie dogs. The three E's could be learned in marketing surplus vege
tables, or in the preparation and sale of wild rice, wool, craft products,
or fish. Poultry raising, plant life, birds and bees, timber and saw
mills, and the tanning of hides became fruitful school subjects in vari
ous localities.
After this reinterpretation non-reservation schools provided
diversified vocational training, with the reservation schools holding
closely to agriculture, land use, and stock raising. A few secondary
schools offered work preparatory to entering colleges and universities.
In the boarding high schools, agriculture, stock raising and native arts
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and crafts oooupied a prominent position in sohool Inatmetlon to promote
Indian self-maintenance. Some schools arranged to share in the proceeds
of sales, or to acquire livestook with these proceeds for the students.
In a few schools Indian art «as Incorporated formally and informally,
ranging from projects in puppets and pageants to the painting of murals.
An eicellenl: Tocatlonal art program was developed in one CrOTemment
sohool at Sante Fe, New Meiico. Some students were engaged to paint
murals and others succeeded in the field of commercial art.

Craft skills

for commeroial production were taught in some schools and in some in
stances handicraft articles were turned out in marketable quantities.
Schoolroom equipment, teitbooks and library services ware altered
and improved.

General schoolroom equlpmant, similar to that used in

public schools, and the use of native material was desired. Media such
as clay, wood, birch bark, grass, reeds, natural dyee, quills, and leath
er were not only highly adaptable for teaching purposes, but the Indians
had and have a wide knowledge of them. Bilingual books printed in Eng
lish and Navajo, English and 8iou%, and English and Spanish were design
ed, Stories pertained to Indian life and ranged from the primer to the
higgti sohool grades*

Anthropologists gollaborated to establish authen

ticity in detail and Indian artists designed the attractive illustra
tions,^^

With a reinterpretation of Indian education and a revision of

the course of study in the off-reservation boarding schools beised on the
needs of the Indian, the new policy alao emphasized the closing of these
same schools, and the transfer of Indian education into the hands of the

^^Buirton, op. elt,, pp, 84-89.

-24pmblie aohools.
Publie school systems have influenced the Federal program of
Indian education and, at times, adverslj. There was a long period when
the GoTemmenb school imitated the public school so closely that it
failed, to meet Indian needs. Enrollment of the Indian in the public
school has been advocated since the early period*

The provision of

funds to maintain the Indian student in the public school and the irrelevanoe of putlic school instruction to Indian requirements have been the
chief difficulties. Federal Indian land was, and still is, tai ezsngt.
Consequently, the use of Federal, state and local funds for Indian public
school students was legally limited. This problem has been met by the
paymmt of a Federal per capita fee calculated on current costs, con
tracts authorized by the Johnson-O ^Malley Aot^ of 1954. Throu^ this
act, Congress enacted legislation to arrange with state or territories
for the education, medical attention, relief of distress and social welfare of Indians.
Indians enrolled in the mission schools were then maintained by
the FedweO. per capita fee. In contrast to the Government policy, as
with the public school, mission schools had a tendency to emiOiasize the
academic program rather than the vocational phase.

Much credit imst be

given the mission and public schools for shouldering the burden in being
responsible for their "share" in Indian education.

Were it not for these

agencies, the Government's problems and eipense would have been threefold or more,

IX
0, T. loram, and T. F. Mcllwraith (eds.). The No^h Amrican
Indiem Today (Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 1943), p. 279,

Towards the end of these middle years the Government's education
withdrawal program was evidenced with the closing of numerous schools
in the northwest, both boarding and community day schools. It can be
agreed that these segregated schools did little to aid in the assimi
lation of the Indian into the complex society of the non-Indian*

III. THE MOmm ERAp-1955 TO TEE PRESENT (1961)

Because this study is concerned primarily with the Shoshone
Indians on the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, the historical aspect
of this modern era will be confined to three public schools on this
reservation. These three public schools with enrollment of both Indian
and, non-Indlam pupils are:

(1) Fort Waahakle School, (2) Orowheart

School, and (3) Morton High School.

Fort Washakie School

The modem era had its beginning in the Fort Washakie School in
1955. This aohool is located on a paved highway two miles from the U* 8.
Indian Agency headquarters, the central place of business at Fort
Washakie, laming, (population:

unincorporated, elevation:

5,800 feet),

on n. 8. highway Ho. 287, sliteen miles north of Lander, Tl^mlng.

Before

1931, this school was an Indian Service on-reservatlon boarding school
which Included nine years elementary (a beginners'grade for five year
olds), and four years high school. The philosophy and course of study
offered was quite the same as any other boarding school previously
mentioned*

Prime concern here was to train the students for a voca

tional life on the reservation with emphasis on agriculture, and home
economics as the main courses*

-26The middle years concept of Indian éducation rendered this school
down to a nine year elementary community day aohool, retaining the begin
ners grade because of the language barrier.

At this time a large percent

age of the youngsters entering school could not speak English»

This

beginners grade then was devoted, for the most part, to teaching the
English language.
This school began to experience a state of "decay" beginning in,
the early forties and lasting until 1955. The first official step of
withdrawal was made in 1953 by eliminating the eighth grade. This move
sent the eighth grade pupils into public schools. The final move of
complete withdrawal of the Government was sade in 1955 when the Government school plant was turned over to School District No. 21, giving them
complete responsibility for the education of the Indian,

With the aid

of Title IT of Public Law 815^^ the public school was built into a mod
em plant on eiisting GoTernment school land.
This school now enrolls approximately 243 pupils of which approx
imately ninety percent are Indian children#

It includes the eight ele

mentary grades and follows a standard type course of study. The philosophy of this school is eus "modem" as almost any urban school of the
same size mnA in no weiy, except location, can it be thought of as a
rural school. The facilities are desirable, such as, a new school
building and gymnasium, spacious rooms with modem furniture, up-todate textbooks and teaching materials, average of twenty pupils per

^^Itle
Indians li-ving
being, or will
enrolling them

IV states that if, in any Instance, as many as 100
in territoiy not organized into a school district—are
be, provided free public education, the distiriets
are eligable for construction aid from the Government.

-27teaoher and acres of lawn for playgrounds.

The course of study is

enriched mth band instruction in grades four throng eight; singing
iaatruction begins at the third grade level. Geneiral shop and honA
living is offered in the junior hl^ program. This school also partic
ipates in inter-school athletics. Generally speaking, there is little
more to be desired in material conditions. Professionally, the school
Is well staffed with the superintendent holding a master^s degree with
eight years teaching and administrât lye eiperience.

Of the Aurteen

teachers employed, ten have degrees of which one holds a master's and
four have two years or more professional training. Teaching experience
ranges from one to twenty-two years with most experience being in grades
one throu^ flvB. The Ibrt Washakie School meets all necessary require
ments for an accredited school and is accredited by the Wyoming State
Department of Public Instruction.

Crowheart School

The Crowheart School is located thirty-one miles northwest of
Fort Washakie on U. 8. highway No. 286 and 26»
northwest is Orowheect, %omlng, (population:

A few more miles to the
unincorporated, eleTation:

6,078 feét). Oroidieart consists of a store which serres as a post
office and a filling station*

15

The CroMheert School is the result of four consolidations*

About 1949, a school at Burris an.d the school at Oirowheart, two small
communities, were set on the present site consolidating those two

^^Infbmatlon for the CrovAieart School was submitted by
Mrs. Robert Nation, principal and third and fourth grade teacher.

-28districts into Sohool Dlatriot No. 40, Fremont County. For approii"
mately three years the buildings wre used as two units aooommidating
eight grades. During 1952 a well was dug between the two units and a
oenter portion built to eonneot the two units and form one building*
In 1985, this district was again consolidated with the Morton
School District No. 26*

This is when the seventh and ei^th grades

began attending the Morton School, about twenty-six miles distant.
At the present, the old building is being used for three classrooms
with two grades in each room. A brick dual purpose building was built
in 1957« It houses the kitchen, combination dining room and gymnasium,
two shower rooms and a furnace room*
There are three teachers with teaching eiperience from four to
twenty-two years.

All three hold their degrees, with one holdiJig a

master's degree. The school enqployes two Shoshone men, one as a bus
driver and the other as custodian. The president of the P T «A* is
Shoshone and attended the nnlversity of Ifyoming.
The masic teacher and the school nurse from the Ikrton School
spend a half day each week for music instruction and health serrlce.
Twenty-eight families were represented in the school enrollmmt in 1961,
of which twenty-two had some degree of Shoshone blood.

Morton School
Students in the I&)rton School were not used in this study as test
results were not available, but the teachers in this school submitted
questionnaires because this school la responsible for the education of
part of the Shoshone students on the Wind Elver Reservation.

Morton School District Ho. 26 was established in the early 1900*8.
The school existed as a one teacher school with a small enrollment in
grades one through eighb until 1934, In this year, and due to two events
the enrollmmt began to grow rapidly.

The first was the opening of

lands on the Riverton Reclamation Project and the other was a prolonged
droT%ht Aram Teias to the Dakotas which forced farmers In these areas to
seek new homes.
District No. 86 attempted to provide for these newcomers who were
generally quite poverty stricken. The district had little money to meet
its needs. The housing situation for the school was at first met by
holding classes at various locations where empty buildings were avallable. Teachers were paid with warrants which were discounted heavily.
During these 5©ara a tenth grade school was established which was soon
expanded to a twelve year school.

The curriculum was necessarily limited

to a few basic courses*
During World War II, oil activity increased in the district and
the homesteaders began to get more securely established. This made more
money available for schools and a building program was initiated wbieh
finally provided an adequate number of classrooms. Consolidation with
other districts further enlarged the enrollment. The school is now well
financed ftom a $6,000,000 tax base and the state foundation program.
The curriculum has been enlarged to include vocationeil agriculture
home economics, commeircial subjects, besides a full program of science,
mathematics, English end foreign languages usually tau^t in hl^ school.

William Skelton, SuperIntendenb of the Morton School, submltted the infbnnatlon on the Morton School.

-30Besides these, the school also offers such extra-curricxilar activities
as music and a complete athletic and physical education program,
The school district is on a ceded portion of the Wind River Res
ervation and has always had a number of Indian children in its classes.
The consolidation with other districts has increased the percentage of
Indian children in the school. These children are well integrated into
the schools" program.

CEAPTEE III

HESTORY-CULTUEE AND ACCULTURATIOÏÏ

Any study of the Shoshone Indians of the Wind SlTer Reservation
must be set against the background of their previous Indian culture and
their historic adaptation to the western non-Indian way of life before
any sound evaluation of the present activities and problems of the
Indians can be meanlngfnl. These people are in the process of changing
ftom a simple hunting life with all its associated social institutions
and religious beliefs to the non-Indian eomplex and radically different
concepts of economies, fatally life, law, social organization and political structure.
The historical-cultural aspect of this chapter is briefly presented.

Acculturation of the Shoshone is important and is presented to

determine certain factors which, tend to influence school achievement.
Further, it is of prime importance in understanding the Shoshone of
today in perspective to their status of tomorrow.

I, HISTOIiT mo CHLTDEE

Pre-Reserration

The Wind Biver Shoshone of TTto-Aztecan linguistic stock,^ orig
inally diwelt in the Great Basin between tl^ Rockies and the Sierra Nevada.

Robert E. lowie, Inddans of the Plains (New York; IkGraw-Elll
Book Oongpany, Inc., 1954), pp. 2-4.
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-52Dr. Oarling IfeloTif states in an article in Amarloan Antiquity the
following!
• e <• the Shoshone began to move northward from southern Nevada
and southern California « » . eventually supplanted the Promontory
culture in the Great Salt lake area <, . » then continued northward
into Montana and through the ^naming Basin to the Great Plains,
where a branch of them became the Gomanohe.
They entered the Plains about 1500, according to Dmitri Shimkin's doctor's
thesis for the University of California in 1939, and condensed in Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Report 106® of Wiich most of the characterization of
tribal history and adaptation is based. They began wearing plains type
garments and moccasins and by 1700 these Indians had received their first
horses»

They adopted a considerable plains complex^ and began a oultural

change which made their way of life more patterned after that of the
Indians of the Plains than that of the Shoshone of the Great Basin, at
least superficiallyo
The Wind Elver Indians received manufactures of white people
throng tribes to the south and east in the eighteenth century, but it
was not until the turn of the nineteenth century that they met white
explorers and for trappers©

Their relationships and trade with the

fan»us moimtaln men were, for the most part, pleasant and profitable,

g
Oarliag Malouf, "Thoii^ts on Utah ^ùrohaaology," American
Antiquity* Toi, ]%, No* 3 (January, 1944), p« 325*
5
nnited States Bureau of Indian Affairs, "Sistory and Egonomy
of the Indians of the Wind Elver Reservation, Wyoming" (Billings,
Montana! Missouri Elver Basin Investigations Staff, 1950), ppo Appendii 1-4. (Mlmeograpliea.)
tlulian E« Steward, "Hatlve Cultures of the Intermountaln Area,"
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 100 (Washington: The Smith
sonian Institute^"194077""PPe 454-455.
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la 1870, the tribe uader Chief Weishakie, who reigned supreme for aiity
years, settled on their reservation in the Wind RiTOr Basin, coMoeneing
the change from a life of nomadic hunting to one of sedentary farming#
Their pre-reservation life waa characterized by an annual migra
tion to and from the Wind Elver Basin to the Green Elver Basin across
the mountains to the west. The summer was spent west of the mountains
for the tribal or inter-tribal Sun Dance and visiting relatives, but the
spring and fall on the Plains of Wyoming hunting buffalo «

The winter

was passed on or near the Wind Elver Basin, hunting elk, deer, and other
game. This life brougth a concentration of the tribe for buffalo hunt
ing and the annual Stm Danee Ceremony, and a dispersion by bands and
fanilies the remainder of the year to hmve sufficient grazing for their
horses. They were unable to allow the horses to graze far from their
camps because of the threat of horsestealing raids ftom their enemies,
the Orow, Cheyenne, ArapeUioe,

and 8iou% against whom they waged war.

The economic pattern of concentration and dispeirsion of the
people had a definite effect upon the social structure. The tribe was
loosely organized. The economy, in which the man did much hunting on
foot, developed indivldualismo

The buffalo himt, on the other hand,

idiich demanded strict control of all hunters in a body, developed aome

^Bihrshall C. Eeith, ^ Indian Odyssey (Caldwell, Idaho: The
Cazton Printers, ltd., 1955]% P* Forward.
^8ee .Appendii 2, Noirthem Arapahoe Placed on the Shoshone Indian
Reserve.

""34-ineasure of collective discipline. Their hunting was not always successfol and, therefore, the people exjierieneed times of scarcity and times
of abundance»

These factors of movement, discipline, and food supply

had very marked effects upon the habits and attitudes of the people»
There was a separate war chief who led raiding parties and
defense, and a civil chief who determined much of the organization for
buffalo hunting and led the people to hunting grounds»

Man could become

prominent through hunting skills, achievements in war, or both. The
boys and men had fraternities in which they competed for social prestige
through honors, won in games and mock raids for the boys, and war for
the men. These fraternities withdrew the boys and young men from their
families and gave them a certain degree of independence»

Girls, on the

other hand, were kept at home and trained to perform household duties»
Though women as a group held an inferior position, Dr, Oarling Malouf
relates, "They gathered lots of seeds, roots, berries, etc., and were
not as dependent as one mould think.

Religion

In. religion the Wind ElTrer Shoshone maintained a very practical
outlook. Their religion «as primarily the saauring and use of super
natural poTNer for skill in hunting, #sir, curing, gambling, love, and
other things, Poner was neeessary to give one superiority over another
in manly pursuits, and over his enemies. A man without power could

7
Dr. Oarling Malouf, Associate Professor of Sociology, Jlnthropology, and Social Welfare, Universit y of Montana. Quoted fiom a
conversation. Permission to quote secured.

-35excuse his failures of inferiority on the basis of his lesser super
natural power.

The securing of special supernatural power gave indi

viduals the ability to cure the sick.

Medic lue men were, like the

chiefs. Important for perserrlng stability and. security in the tribe.
The great annual ceremony, the Sun Dance,^ was performed under
the guidance of tribal leaders and medicine men for the general welfare
of the people, the securing of food and success in war. The blessing
and strengthening of the people through the sailing down of supernatural
powr were the basic ftmotlona of prayers and dancing. The Sun Dance
served also as a social force in bringing together the members in the
tribe and relatives In other Shoshone groups for greater solidarity and
re-enqihasls of the objectives of the tribal culture. Individual partlcipants gained personal power and increased status of the tribe.

Education

Education of the young people to conf&na with and participate in
the fairly simple society of the Wind Elver Shoshone was not highly for
malized or Intense*

Parents and some of their relatives trained the

childMn In the rudiments of mniring a living and good social behavior.
The children were allowed to eiperlmenb widely and to mabe rather dlre@t
emotional responses to situations. They developed from training and
eziBrlence in mnAn living groupe a leirge degree of Independence and
matter-of-faotness. The boys and young men were allowed a greater amount
of independence then the girls and therefore required, later on, greater

^Virginia Cole Trenholm aM Maurlne Carley, Wyoming Pageant
(Gasper, ityomingi Bailey School Supply, 1951), pp. 54-57.
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pressures to eonfoim and pai'tisipate in the family group after marriage.
8ez disolpllne was not strict and marriage took place with no ceremony
and only parental consent was necessary*
No dramatic rituals meirked the coming of age of Shoshone yotmg
people.

A boy arrived at the full status of manhood when he counted his

first war and hunting honore*

With age and aceon^lishments, he moved

through military societies to leadership in the councils of the tribe.
Sis status in and rewards flom society came from his skill as a hunter
and horseman, his aocomplishments in war and his acquisition of supermatural power to advance his personal abilities*

When he became too

old to fi^t and hunt actively, he held respect fbr his experience and
wisdom and his old age.

See iety

Shoshone society was characterized by having few incentives to
hig^ accomplishment or leadership and few strong pressures for confbrmlty.
People lived at a fairly common level and the social structure offered
little or no opportunity for marked social or economic advancement.
Bomadiam and warfare kept personal possessions few in number. The country could not support g^'sat bands of horses in close prozlmity to camps,
which kept bands seperated. The ideal of generosity, practiced by giv
ing away property and sharing food, also kept individuals or families
from rising to a position of great wealth.

-37Son-IMlem. Relationships

The Wind Elver Shoshone had been on ftiendly terms with white
people since their first diirect contact in 1803#

2ach simmer they had

cone to the rendezvous of trappers and Indiana established at Fbrt
Bridger in Utah Territory to trade their fors for white men's goods.
This tribe had never waged war on white people, but it is related by
Dr. Malonf^ that two trappers, W. A, Ferris and Zenas Leonard, did not
think the Shoshone were so friendly and peaceful a]i the timso

In

treaty negotiations, the comnlssloners gave tribal leaders their choice
of lands for their reservation. Thay aels^sted the Wind Rl:er Basin and
were fully settled there by 1870.

Beserrât loi. Life

The settlement on the reservation by agreement and without mili
tary conflict did not bring the easy adjustmait that one might ezpect
at first glance. The enormous resomroes for raising livestock and farm^
ing, the water supply for irrigation, and the peaceful llA did not carz:y
the promise to the Indian that they did to the non-Indian. The Indian
saw the loss of the bTiffalo and the loss of the two great hunts and gath
ering of the tribes, the restrii^tions upon his annual cycle of travel
and hunting. The young men felt a lack of incentives to achieve the old
skills. The suppression of warfare closed the avenue of prestige and
honor among their own people. Farming was a foreign type of labor and
produced foreign fooda.

g

Malouf, idem.

Raising livestock was a new kind of work and

-38demanded concepts regarding 'business and domestic animals unknown to the
Indiana

But more important, the new activities meant nothing in terms

of 81100888 or ways of aohieTing the Tallies idiioh the Shoshone society
held signifieant and uppermost»

The White man's work had no appeal or

meaning beyond aaqulrlng cash for food or clothes,
society began to shatter*

Aa a resnlt, Shoshone

The people entered a period of conflict and

confusion. IndlTiduala broke off to try the White man's iMiys of llTlng
and then returned to the Indian's.

II,

ACCDITOSATION

As a prerequisite to understanding the opposition i&lch lead to
the onltnral accommodation of the American Indian toiiard the dominationsubordination status categorized to them by the i«hites, let us review
briefly some of the interaction whieh occured*
When "various aocieties, each with Its own culture, come in con
tact, social and cultural interaction occur. ... wininmm direct
Interaction takes the form of distant (l«e*, rare and brief) social
interaction with Tsry few members of another society, and the diffu
sion of a few customs or artifacts ftom the letter's enlture.
... MATiimnn direct Interaction takes the foirm on intersocialIzation and acculturation. "Intersociallzatlon" is direct and close
(l.e*, frequent and lengthy) social interaction between a substem.tlal proportion of the members of different societies. "Aeculturatlon"
is diffusion of many customs resulting from direct and close social
interaction between a substantial proportion of the participants in
different cultures.
;
. . . There is opposition (i.e., eoi^ietitlon o r conflict) when
one or both societies e%pect to eiclude, or be eicluded, or be
eicluded by the other society from the goals they are trying tg
achleve. ... . When opposition eiists, it eventually leads to accom;modat ion in order to establish a modus vlTendi [mode of living.

j
;
;
'

-39Thia accommodation is based either upon equality or a dominationsubordination relation, , , « the subordinate society is usually
at the mercy of the dominant one, and is ooeroed into submitting
to vixaterer aeeonmodatiom requirements are imposed upon it,^
This was the acculturation situation of the Indian-%hite relation
after the Indian conquering and this mriter believes the same relation
of accommodation to their status of subordination, although modified
throu^ time and new goveimment policy, eilsts today and reflects in
the educational process of the modem generation.

Suppression of Indian Culture

The Independent soveraign society of the Indian was lost, never
to be regained, with the advent of the non-Indian spireading across the
plains as a last fl-ontier.

The gOTemment's previous policy of ezpul-

sion was no longer possible and the govemment then adopted a policy of
segregation instituting reservations for socially isolating the Indians*
In the early days of the reservation, many peace policies were
adopted to accommodate Indian opposition, which furthered the domination
role of the non^Indian society, crushing the ethnic culture of the
Indian and submitting him into acceptance of a subordination relation.
Let us review briefly a few eiamples of Bureau regulations which far
thered the catastrophe of a suppressed, "dying" culture.
Beseryation segregation. All tribes were segregated on reserva-
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tions - by force if necessary - so as to minimize Indian-Whits conflict.

8. Slotkln, The Peyote Baligion (Glencoe, Illinois: The
lïee Press, 1956), pp. 1-2.
^Ibld., p. 10.

-40Tlhls was in direct contrast to their ethnic onltiire of nomadic hunters#
1P

Slotkin

relates an Interrie* stated in J. Oreelman's, On the Greet

Highway, that Sitting Boll, noted chief of the SioiZK, aptly ez^wessed
the Indian's feeling toward confinement thus:
This land belongs to ne, for the Great Spirit gaw it to ns when
he put U8 here* Kb were free to come and go, and to liva In our own
way* But white men, wlio belong to another land, haw come upon nsp
and forcing us to live according to their ideas. This is an injus
tice; we never dreamed of mnking white men live as we live*
White men like to dig in the ground for their food. % people
prefer to hunt the buffalo as their fathers did* White men like to
stay in one place.
people want to move their tepees here and
there to the different hunting grounds* The life of white men is
slavery* They are prisoners in towns or farms o The life my people
want is a life of freedom* I have seen nothing that a white man
has, houses or railways or clothing or food, that is as good as
the right to move in the open country, and live in our own fashion*
Feeding system*

Indian revolts arising from inadequate subsist

ence available on reservations were minimized by providing irelief in the
form of government ann&lties ("feeding system"The culture pattern
of Plains Indians, which was based upon the buffalo, was coupletely
suppressed by the non-Indian ezterminatlon^^ of the buffalo and forced
the Indian into dependency for subsistence, which was often inadequate*
Even under the feeding system, government relief was usually irregular
and inauffielent because of official incompetence, dishonesty, or both.*^

^Ibld*, p. 93.

p, 10,

^^Kalouf; id^n
Indiana did their share to ezterminate
buffalo too* For example, many tribes moved to the Plains after 1600
lAo had no prior business there* This Included Shoshoni,"
^^Slotkin, 02* clt*» p. 13*

-41In the Uo Se Indian Peace Oommisalon Report, 1868, the following state
ment appears:

"The resords are abundant to show that agents have posk-

eted the f^nde appropriated by the government and driven the Indiana to
starvation?, as related in Slotkln's Peyote Beliglon.
Tribal sovereignty destroyed.

A Oongressional rider to the Indian

Bureau Appropriation Aot of 1871, prohibited further Indian treaties,
another rider in 1877 provided direct distribution of annuities to IndiTldual families in substitution for the previous indirect distribution
through chiefs. By Bureau regulation in 1883, Courts of Indian Offenses
were appointed by reservation agpnts to take over the judicial functions
of the chiefs.
Through the above pollelee, the tribal sovereignty was destroyed,
the chief «bo was their ezeoutive leader waa stripped of his previous
influence and acthorlty^ destroying the tribal political organization.
In the Report of the Gommlssioner of Indian Affairs, 1889, the following
statement appears:

"The tribal relations should be broken up, socialism

destroyed* and the fbmlly mnd the autonomy of the individual substituted.
TnAimm vBlusB. The Indian value system, and social status had
been based upon success in intertribal warfare. The government prohib
ited all warfare. Sbrrlors with highest status were usually killed or
imprisoned. Thua, the traditional value system no longer could function
adequately. The sustomary repository of value was the horse and wealth
was accumulated through raids. The government prohibited raids, thus
cutting off the chief source of obtaining wealth.

1A
'Slotkin^ ££o Oltoa P* lOo

The situation was

-42aggravated by the fact that non-Indian horse thieves stole a large pro
portion of Indian wealth, while the govemment neither protested the
Indians nor permitted them aotlvely to protest themselves.
The men in the tribe lost their former prestige of hunters aad
warriors and they eould no longer find euatomary life goals and careers
on which to base their lives, resulting in personality disorganization
and eventual maladjustment.

A noted author and Indian authority remarks,

"According to the testimony of one who came to manhood during this
period, many young men were so overwhelmed by the vacuity of the new
life that they took to suicide or other less direct ways of throwing
their lives away."^

It could be further added that the mortality rate

ftom suicide* auto aocidenta, drunkenness and imurder on the Wind Elver
Beservation la comparatively high todays
%duGation«

The non-reservation boarding sohool was established

by regulation in 1878 as an institution for detaching young Indian hos
tages from their tribeso

In 1891 Congress, by means of a rider, declared

19
white eduoatloa eompulsory for Indian children*

In U* 8* Bureau of

Indian Affairs, Eegulations, 1884, the following appears:

"Agents are

ezpected to keep the boarding schools filled with Indian pupils, first
by persuatlon; if this falls, then by withholding rations or annuities
or by snch other means aa may reach the desired end."

^^Slotkln, op. cit., p, 14.
^^^lark Wissler, Societias of the Plains Indiana (Toi. ZI of
Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of Natural History, ed.
Clark Wissler; New Ybrix American Muaeum of Natural Blstory, 1916),

Po 869o
19
Slotkln, op« cit.» p. 11 u

-43Non-Inàian cultural uniformity was emphasized throughout the
goTernment schools by prohibiting native language, Instituting white
citizen dress and traditional white male haircuts, and In other ways
furthering the destruction of the social organization of the Indian.
The location of the schools at distances f&r removed from the reser^
Tatlon from which children, were selected was deliberate policy.
Children were often no more than five or six years old when they
arrived at these schools.

If the child could be taken young enough

and moved far enough away from the Influences of family and tribe,
the odds against his ever again becoming a part of his environment were
considered remote#

Tha schools were dedicated to the ultimate erad

ication of all traits of Indian culture.^O

Slotkin relates another

statement^ recorded in W, S. Campbell's, New Sources of Indian Elstozy.
that in 1882 Sioux Chief Sitting Bull states, "I have seen the results
of school. The children who return are neither white nor Indian,"
This above list could continue indefinitely, not to mention the
non-Indian diseases, guns, liquor, greed, which the Indian had no kmowledge to cope with, but It is only Intended to gire a few points of early
Interaction between non-Indians and Indians and aims to acquaint
reader with the coerced Indian cultural inadequacy aad social disorgan
ization which resulted in individual personality disorganization and
maladjuatment and is reflected In our young people of today,

^^^Iaix)ld I:. ]Pe]r, aiui I)'jLro3r Iddlflslclf), Indians and Other Anerlcana
(lïe^f TRorlc: Harper and ]Bi%)ttuar8, 1959), p, ]JLO.
PI

Slot king 0£c c It o 9 po 94«

-44CMef Washakie of the Shoshone, beloved and wise leader of long
standing from 1840 to 1900, sums up the Shoshone situation and attitude
toward non-Indian domination at a conference called by the govemor of
Wyoming in 1878. The impact of his words far more aptly relates the
situation than the writer's foregoing coverage.
We are right glad sir, that you have so bravely and kindly come
among us, I shall, indeed, speak to you Areely of the many wrongs
we have suffered at the haads of the white man. They are things
to be noted and remembered. But I cannot hope to express to you
the half that is in our hearts» They are too full of words.
Disappointmentj then a deep sadness; then a grief inexpressible;
then, at times, a bitterness that makes us think of the rifle, the
knife and the tomahawk, and kindles in our hearts the fires of
desperation -- that, sir, is the story of our eiperienoe, of our
wretched lives.
The white man, who possesses this whole vast country from sea
to sea, who roams over it at pleasure and lives where he likes,
oannot know the cramp we feel In this little spot, with the undying
remembrance of the fact, which you know as well as we, that every
foot of what you proadly call America not very long ago belonged to
the red man. The Great Spirit gave it to us. There was room enough
for all his many tribes, and all were happy in their freedom. But
the Tdiite man had, in ways we know not of, learned some things we
had not learned; among them, how to make superior tools and terrible
weapons, better for war than bows and arrows; and there seemed no
end to the hordes of men that followed them from other lands beyond
the sea,
Aûâ so, at last, our fathers were steadily driven out, or killed,
and we, their sons, 'but sorry remnants of tribes one© mighty, are
cornered in little spots of the earth all ours of right - cornered
like gwilty prisoners and watched by men with guns who are more than
anxious to kill us off,
Hor is this all. The white man's government promised that if we,
the Shoshones, would be content with the little patch allowed us it
would keep us well supplied with everything necessary to comfbrtable
living, and would see that no white man should cross our borders for
our game or for anything that is ours. But it has not kept its word:
The white man kills our game, captures our furs, and sometimes feeds
his herds upon our meadows, And your great and mighty government oh, sir, I hesitate, for I cannot tell the half! It does not protect
us in our rights. It leaves us without the promised seed, without
tools for cultivating the land, without implements for harvesting our

-45erops, without breeding animals better than onra, without the food
we still lack, after all we can do, without the many comforts we
cannot produce, without the schools we so much need for our children.
I say again, the government does not keep its words And so,
after all we can get by cultivating the land and by hunting and
fishing; *e are sometimes nearly starved, and go half naked, as you
see U8%
Knowing all this, do you wonder, sir, that we have fits of des
peration and think to be avenged?
The preceedlng government policies did impose an inadequacy and
disorganization of the Indian traditional culture and new customs were
not substituted for means of adjustment, resulting in social and personal
maladjustment which has been handed down from generation to generation,
lessening some, but still prevalent today.

Change in Government Policy

In 1862, Seeretary Stanton described the administration of Indian
Affairs as a "sink of iniquity", and President Lincoln declared:

"If we
prz

get through this war, and I live, this Indian system shall be reformed."
For years the friends of the Indian and Indian leaders theaaelves agitated
for reform. In the late 1920*8 a thorough factual study of the whole
system was made by a committee under the Institute of Government Research
headed by Dr. lewis Merlam.^^ Publication of the Meriam report in 1928
was followed by a lengthy investigation by a committee of the U. 8*

BSoierk Wlssler, Indians of the United States (New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company^ Inc*, 1940), pp. 227-228*
BBjay B. IKaah, Oliver laFarge, and W. Obrson Byan, The New Day
ibrthe Indians (New
Academy Press, 1938), p. 7.
^^lewls Merlamand Associates, The Problem of Indian Adminis
tration (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1928TT
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Senate whose Toluminous hearings and exposures heralded the reforms to
come. President Hoover appointed to the Indian office eonmissioners of
a wholly new type, pledged to a reform program.

Under their adminis-

tratlon the ground work was laid fbr a new policy, embodied in the
OK
Indian Beorganlzation Aot of 1934.
President Booaevelt, in urging
the enactment of this meaaure wrote:
Oertalnly the @3ntlnuance of autocratic rule, by a federal
departmentJ over the lives of more than 200,000 citizens of this
nation is incompatible with American ideals of liberty. It also ^
is destructive of the character and self-respect of a great race.
The underlying change in gpverament policy which had been devel
oped in the previous administration found its expression la law in the
EBorganization A@t. This reversal of an old and disastrous policy and
the adoption of a new one was supported almost unanimously by friends
of the Indians, by Cbngreas, and by large numbers of Indian tribes and
leaders themselves*

The task of reforming the administration of Indian

Affairs was made easier under the new administration and act. Perhaps
the most remarkable thing about the new la* is that the act does not
apply to any tribe or band which votes not to accept it.

Major changes

were made in the policies of the Indian Bureau itself, all adhering to
the sama two basic principles of the new programs

first, to protect

Indian property and enable the Indians to support themselves; second,
by building up the Indians? own Inheritance of pride and culture, to
enable them to work out an adjustment to our civilization so that in
the end they will become truly competent, and federal guardianship will

25
Hash, LaFargp, and Byan, ogu cite, pp. 13-14*
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Eaahg LaFarga^ and
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become mmeeessary.
Not until the machinery of the Indian Eeorganization Act was put
in motion did the "paternal" government begin to handle the Indian as
an individual within an ethnic aocietyo

TRLth the "destruction of a

race" some one hundred thirty-one years after the first direct nonIndian influenae on the Shoshone people, the government changed their
policy Arom an autocratic ruler of the Indian to one of a brother coun
selor. Less than a generation has passed, then, that the Indian has
had the opportunity of being an individual within a society whose problems of his personal and family life can be planned for democraticallyo
With billions of dollars spent and some fifteen decades later; with the
crushing of culture and soeletles; with strange forced customs and
regimentation in educating the childoren; with treaties and broken trea
ties, Wissler comments: .. » "the Indiana are, for the most part,
gi?
civilized; but for «n that they are not Americanized."
The present school age generation of Shoshone children are under
Indirect inCLuence of the "old rule" by means of their parents and are
not far removed from attitudes which were formed during the above
bureaucracy.

la short, these people are "neither white nor Indian" and

are faced with underlyizig confliating factors causing a barrier In. their
educatloiial process idilch the dominant society, or non-Indian student,
need not overcome.

PG9
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III.

ACCm,rom!riON:

INn,lŒNOE ON 80BD0I, ACEIWEKENT

Oerbaln of these aoonlturatlon factors will be described as they
pertain to the Shoshone student of the present*

These factors are chosen

as Important Influences on achievement in school. Factors which are pre
sented are discernible and close at hand, they do not include major ooltnral factors pertaining to the complete Shoshone society. It is obvious
that the following factors ere but a few, and could be expanded, almost
aA infinitum.

The descriptions presented are of average situations and

do not apply to the entire population.

Parental Control

little has changed Arom their original culture in respect to
parents' control of their children. As stated previously, the children
were allowed to leam throu^ eiperience more than by parental guidance.
Too many times today Indian children are allowed to make their own declsionB, large or small, too early in life. Often as early as ten years
old, sometimes younger, they make major decisions which contrasts to
eighteen years or older in the non=Indian society.
Quite often during a trip to town after "Indian payday", the
writer has observed children with anywhere from fifty cents to twenty
dollars in their possession, even pre-school children who have no under
standing of money whatever, and they are allowed to spend the money at
their own discretion. Children are allowed to decide idiere they should
attend school.

If they should desire to change sohools, even during the

school tem, they do so with little sonsïiLtation of, or direction by,
the parent,

Caaes are almost negligible of parents coming to school to
="4:8"

-49oonsult «Ith teachers or the superintendent in matters concerning their
children. Even though the Shoshone, children and adults, posses great
ability to control their smotiona much more than the average non-Indian,
should their child be ptmiehed by corporal methods they go to eztremes
sometimes in showing their reaentmenb, sush as, bringing in the tribal
council, taking their children out of school and occaislonally threat
ening a teacher*
It was related to the witer that during their youth the parents
use fear as a tool of discipline by telling their children that
"Ibobeegh", the old owl, will get them or "Toya numbi",., little men
in the mountains, will steal them away. These fears aiid suparstltione
are carried into later life, as the writer was told many times by
students as old as siiteen of stories of creatures, such as, "water
babies, dog with a man^s head, one eyed man", and others in whlsh they
eipress true beliefo
During a ceremonial dance vAere many are gathered and the children
are in great nmibers, the emblem of authority is the medicine man wj.th
a big stick which he waves at the children but never uses and they In
tijim run to their pai'ents seeming to respect this authority. During
school functions, children are allowed to run at random vdilch is a
distiirbance to the non^Indlan but rarely to the Shoshone parent and
restriction or correction of this disturbance is infrequent»

Many hold

to the old customary confiction that if they strike their own, a "spell"
will come over them and misfortune will befall, theme

In one instance of

rememberance, this superstition was actually blamed for the death of a
family's daughter.

They claimed she had stiruck a brother and the spell

resolted in her death.
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The Shoshone student is handleapped by a lack of parental guid
ance and parental urge for aohievenent. The parents do not demand that
their children do homework, be aetive in classroom participation, nor
do they urge them to prepeire and actively compete and eicel in the nonIndian society, the basis of which lies in education.
Often misunderstandings, hamful predicaments, near tragedy and
tragedy could be prevented by the control and guidance of the parent.
Some of these parents do see the advantage of mmking decisions for
their children, aa one parent related after her son of sixteen spent
a very perplezing and "inized up" year lËiich nearly resulted in his
quitting school:

"I haina learned my lesson. From now on I'll not

let them ^children]] make the decisions.

1^11 do it myself."

1M.th little or no control and guidance which results in many
trial and error situations, with laek of encouragement for competition
and achievement, with necessity for more decision making for the
ineiperienced young, the Shoshone student has little incentive to com
pete with and actually eicel in school achievement with his classmate,
the non-Indian student.

Only in the past few years have mosi; of the Shoshone children,
upon entering school, been able to speeJc the English language; occa
sionally now there may be one or two unfamiliar with English. This
trend is subsiding due to the dwindling of the full blood Shoshone,
althou^ in some of the homes where the parents are considerably less
than full blood quantum, the native tongue is still predominately spoken.
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This sltuatloii preaents a language barrier with the younger stu
dents in laying a Sound foundation for their future education. This
bilingual problem is noted too, by some of the more "progresslTe" Sho
shone parents.

A tribal eouneil member and mother of a recent eighth

grade graduate and a hi^ school graduate ^o plans to attend college,
has this to say, TThey [ohildr«nl have a hard time to learn because
they and their parents speeUr aboshone. They learn Shoshone first, then
English."
The language barrier becomes greater with each progressing year.
If a child returns from school to a home vihere English is not spoken,
he will get no help and scant encouragement there in developing En^ish
skills. Up until grade four all pupils are developing veital and numer
ical skills which are very basic to their everyday needs and common
ezperienoes. In the higher grades, howver, the learning eiperience
involves concepts which are more abstract and farther removed from the
everyday needs of the learner. If the home can not keep pace with the
learning of these basic language skills, then the child has little use
for them and they are lost.
With a better understanding of Shoshone than the English language,
the child tends to translate ideas in his mind from English to Shoshone.
One teacher with thirteen years experience teaching Shoshone students
relates, "Even though the children speak En^ish, they think in Shoshone."
The writer does not dispute this method of learning, as it is commonly
used by non-Americans learning the English language, but, according to
Dr. Malouf^ Shoshone is a synthetic language and different ideas are

^^Malouf, idem.

-52eipreasecl by eompoimcling words la a more oomplez fashion than is done in
English. This process of compounding words and ideas would make it diffionlt to translate subject matter from English to Shoshone, in the mind,
as it is given in any classroom ezperienoe.

Consequently, the Shoshone

students drop behind. Should they be able to translate fast enough, the
problem then is governed by the method in which Shoshone words are used
and put together which may affect the accuracy of translation. The Ianguage barrier then appears to be a dominant factor which has much bear
ing on the achievement of the Shoshone student.

Home Environment

Children of all races begin to learn in the home, whether or not
part of their education is ultimately transferred to some formalized
institution, such as the American public school*

29

It is assumed that

the average child entering the first grade has a core of common knowl
edge on which the schools instruction can be based.

Shailer Peterson

states the following:
Many Indian children begin school without the background ezperlences which ere common to most white children of the same age.
Eiperiencea and skills that are taken for granted by the teacher of
white children in tbe kindergarten or the first grade cannot be
taken for granted by the teacher of Indian children.^^^
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Wlllard W. Beatty, "Culture is learned at Bome," Indian Edu
cation Education Branch, United States Indian Service, Circular 216
(Lawrence, Eansas: Haskell Institute, 1951) pp. 1-3.
30
Shailer Peterson, Ebw Well Are Indian Children Educated?
(Lawrence, Eanaas: HaskeHJ. InatitiÀe Print Shop, 1948T, P« 10.

-53In. contrast to an average non^Indlan family, the Shoshone family
does not expose its children to the same home experieness as are quite
"oonmon" in the non-Indian hom#. IShat is learned duiing this pre-sohool
period is dictated by the Shoshone way of life.

To eiemplify, the aver

age Shoshone home is quite small, one or two rooms, fmniture is sparse
and used only by necessity, often five to ten people will live in this
small house; water is usually hauled from the community center or
obtained from a stMam; very little, if any, reading matter, such as,
newspapers, magazines, books, and the like, eore bought or subscribed
to; time is not an important factor in Shoshone lifb and the clock is
not a "god". These and many more such ezazgples could be shown which
are in definite contrast with the average non-Indian home.
Many of these home ezperienoes of the Shoshone are decended Arom
their original culture and some are outgrowths of their between-csulture
situation. In any gas@, they are considerably different than that of
the non-Indian. These home experiences, as an influence to learning, do
not end with the pre-^school child, but are a continuum as the child prog
resses through school.
The home does not appear to be the center of society for the
family as with the non-Indian, but aeries more or less as a shelter in
time of need, little is done to improve the internal or external appear
ance of the home. In reaent years one modeim appliance, television, has
found its way into the Shoshone home and, is believed to be beneficial to
learning; even though it keeps the children up late, it does have an
educational value of new ezperienoes which they would not normally find
in the home.

Most Shoshone families have electric washing machines,

-54which Elk out of doors for la^k of space inside, and the washed clothes
are usually hung on a barbed wire fenoe to dry*

During the summer months

tents may be used as sleeping quarters and quite often the family Tifill
erect a "shade" made of tree branches iidiich is used for sleeping and
other various purposese

Cooking is done on wood stoves and duiing hot

weather some will cook out of doors.
Olothing worn by the average Shoshone is quite simple, but
adequate. Often the older Shoshone women will dress, in peirt, tradi
tionally Indian. Many of the older men wear braids and the younger
men usually let their hair grow quite long.

For the most part, the

Shoshone people are not "social" conscious of their mode of dress and
consequently do not try to "keep up" with the non-Indian.
Shoshone students enter and proceed through school with much less
worldy knowledge than do most other average childiren.

They miss learning

e:q)erlence8 resulting from travel. Long trips that are taken are usually
to another reservation in Idaho or, occasionally, Oklahoma. Here they
will visit friends and relatives or attend such Indian ceremonials as
the Sun Dance.

This results only in eiposure to like conditions at home.

On the other hand, few ever leave the state and many rarely leave the
county, at least until they are older.

Their traveling, then, follows

a geographical stereotyped pattern. Such common ezperlences aa riding

a street car, bus or train, visiting a large city zoo or museums of
science, Industry or nature, amusement parks, libraries, stage plays,
big league ball games, seeing a university campus or city air terminal
or riding a ferry boat across the bay, and numerous more educational
observations, are not a part of the Shoshone way of life and their

-55children are not broadened by similar experiences.

Other experiences

closer to bone, not part of the school program, are rarely participated
in, such as, Boy Soouts and. Girl SooutB, summer oanq)8, youth organizationa, churoh aotlTltles, clubs, recreation programs and others oonnnon
to the non-Indian child.
The foregoing are part of the criteria for learning away ftom
school. These learning situations vary, of course, with different
families, but in general, the experiences the Shoshone child starts
school with and what he is exposed to throughout his schooling, are
quite different than the home experiences of the average non-Indian
child and, consequently, he is not as well prepared for the conventional
public school education.

What he is tau^t in school about living in

the home simply reinforces and expands what, it is presumed, his own
parents have taught him about these things at home «

But if the Shoshone

child has not learned about the average non-Indian home and society,
on TÉxich textbooks and courses of study are based, then the learning
eziieriences in school carry considerable less ve0.ue to him. In a
school vÉiieh follows a standard course of study and textbooks are geared
to the non-Indian society; the teacher, the Shoshone student and the
educational process is handicapped by these substandeurd non-school expe
riences and further, in agreement with Beatty, "few teachers ever reach
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the Indian child's level, even in imagination."
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Beatty, op. cit., p. 4.

-56Economie Complaeenee

The Indian society of old had no use for money as there was little
need for a medium of exchangee

Some goods were traded, some were obtained

by other means but, for the most part, the Indian actually made whatever
he needed.

The use of money by the non-Indian was confusing, but he soon

realized what money could do and that it was necessary to obtain the
needed non-Indian goods»

At the present, he accepts the fact that he

must have money, but. after all this time he has not completely accepted
the fact that he most be gainfully employed most of the year to assure
him enougj3, income to maintain himself and parallel the ec&iiomie status
of the non-Indian. Shoshone Indians receive per capita payments each
month which are obtained through tribal oil royalties, land leases and
a few other tribal enterprises »

These per capita checks amount to sixty

dollars of unearned income per month for each individual on the tribal
census,

îbr the average Shoshone person this is enough money to eke out

a subsistence, such as, food, clothing and other essentials of basic
needs, but leaves little else for improvement on his home, buying of
stock, digging a well, and so forth. He is satisfied with this income
and does little else in ihe way of reoelving earned income. The Indian,
material imnts were few and simple during pre-reservation life and the
aoemmlatlon. of material wealth was not praotiaed. dïie to their nomadie
life and their generosity of sharing with zrelatives and friends. This
eharacteristic is carried over into their cultural pattern today. Their
sooial organization does not require them to buy things they don't need
with money they don^t have to iiigiress people they don't like, as the
ease often is in non-Indian society.

-57In contrast to the preoeeding, children are urged in school to
obtain needed education to secure steady employment and, consequently,
earn and enjoy a higher standard of living.

The complacent attitude of

the parents towards earning a living because of per capita subsidy is
reflected in the Shoshone child, subsequently he does not conceive the
schools'theory for need of education#
The non-Indian society is in contrast to this complacent attitude
and receiving a good education to better themselves economically has
become one of their goals. This thought was conveyed to students on
numerous occasions and the answers received were generally thus;
don't need an education, we have the per capita payments."

"We

Going

further, the writer would explain the possibility of not receiving per
capita payments in the future beeatee of oil reserves being depleted,
land leases ending, even the possibility of all tribal interests being
dissolved. This being the case, unless his allotment was being leased
or exploited for minerals, he would have no unearned income at all.
But young students do not visualize the future and if this is not
instilled by the parent, the idea is lost*
This negative attitude towards earning a living can only be
changed by a positive and prolonged praetloe on the pait of the parent
80 that the child grows Mth a positive attitudeo

Therefore, eoonomlo

complacence Ig another definite adveiae Influence on school achievement
of the Shoshone student.

Response to Formal Education

The Indian of pre-reservatlon life lived close to nature and his

-58edueational process was far less formal than it is today,

Gharaeter-

istics of this early education, are passed down from ancestors and, with
varying degrees, are acquired by the modem school age generation.
The first barrier to formal education is set up by containing
the Shoshone student between four walls. This confinement is in oppo
sition to his daily life as most of his waking hours are spent out of
doors. The home, not being the center of family society, is used more
by necessity than for socialization and family living. His behavior
changes and is a complete opposite when he enters the schoolroom from
out of doors. On the playground, in the gym or in non-formal situations
away from school, he expresses himself freely and with logical sincerity.
In the formal classroom situation he does little to outwardly express
himself and enter into the learning experience.
The average Shoshone student will put much effort into his classwork, providing it does not necessitate talking and being heard by his
classmates. Usually in a situation of oral expression, he may say, "I
don't know", although he may very well know the answer. On occasion he
will give no response at all.

Barely he will respond, but when he does,

his words are not audible. Should the teacher ask him to repeat and
speak louder, he will usually answer in the same tone, "I don't know",
or again, not speak at all.
Another trait followed by the Shoshone student occurs during a
teaching experience of which he has opportunity to ask questions about
anything presented.
understand.

Barely will he respond and ask, ^though he may not

Oonsequently, he falls behind trying to analyze what was

said and in the meantime the teacher and the rest of the class continue
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ahead. Usually this results in. loss of interest in the classwork and the
student shows little progresse

In this same line of thought, when

aaslgnments are glTen there are no questions, but after class and when
all are gone, he will come to the teacher and ask, "Mhat do I have to
do?"

On many occasions the writer tried to examine this particular

behavior with the student®

When the student was asked why he did not

respond during class, generally he would say sincerely, "I don't know
why I didn't ask."
These attitudes exist with the non-Indian student to a certain
degree, but usually he will respond anyway as he realizes what his
teacher, family, and the pressure of society expect of him. Homework
was very seldom assigned by the teacher as it was found that little value
resulted as home oonditlona were such tlat school work at home was near
impossible»
This behavior pattern of response to formal education does not
noticeably begin in the lower grades as the Indian and non-Indian student
at this age are less cognizant of each other»

Somewhere In the Inter-

mediate grades and progressing with each year this feeling becomes more
pronounced, while In the junior high grades it becomes so prevalent it
Is detrimental to learning. This progressing attitude correlates with
the achievement results as Illustrated in Chapter Five.
The reasons for this behavior on the part of the Shoshone student
are almost as many as there are reasoners. Examples heard by the writer
are:

shyness, bashfolness, inferiority complex, backward, slow, not

Interested, antagonistic, not responsible, meanness, and even low intel
ligence; and even by some "Intelligent" reasoners, dumb.

—soCertain of these reasons pertain to Individual students, as they
would for any non-Indian group, but for the general Shoshone student populatlon, as a whole, this line of reasoning has proven itself false to
the writer during his nine year tenure as an "Indian teacher"»
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The

real reason can be logically stated, if not definitely, as a carry over
of their cultural pattern towards education and their present maladjust
ment ^ or "between-eulture" situation. This cultural condition has
resulted in an inimical attitude towards the non-Indian and to all of
his societal customs»

There remains a "divided unity" in the American

way of life between Indian and non-Indian Which presents itself as an
obstacle to harmonioius thinking*

Wissler points oat the relationship

thus:
We think we are superior to them; they think we are inferior,
and they regret to see their young folks adopting still more white
waySo They recognize the value of our mechanical devices and our

technical knowledge, bat as to our real life Ideals, etc.. they
have serious doubts that there is anything worth copyingo
The response to formal education shown by the Shoshone student
is a dominant barrier and another influential factor of academle achieve
ment.

Aesording to the Fort Weishakie Relocation QCflcer, the proceeding

descriptive response to formal education is the main factor responsible
for drop outs after aiiteen, or the eighth grade.

He also says, "most

Shoshone students don-t succeed in high school because they have gotten
so far behind in grade school."

rip
See Appendli A, Writer"s Ezperienceo
35
Wissler^

eltoa p* 28?«
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<:Summary
BBaaiic»KiMHaM<aaaa3(aB
A3(n:Q.taration. as an inùTience on. aobool achieTement,eouplei with
other factors whleh enter in, 3oi0.i be eiamined at great length and
would, present a voluminous report In Itself, It was the intention of
this chapter to describe only a few of the factors, which overlap as the
reader can see, but are felt to be the more dominant characteristics
affecting Shoshone Indian achievement; in school. Chapter Five points
out the teacher response to factors which tend to influence achievement
and a parallel can be made with this section.

CHAPTEB 17

PRESENT DAY STATUS OF THE SHOSEOEE IHDIMS

The Wind Hirer Indian Reservation is located in west-central
Warning, The Bridger and Shoshone National Forests and the rugged Wind
River MD-untains border the reservation on the west. Hear the northern
boundary, the Owl Creek Mountains lead ftom the Rockies east to the Wind
River Canyon.

Behind Boysen Dam, constructed across the canyon, the

water of the reservoir forms a large lake which follows the eastern edge
of the reservation for a distance of approximately twenty-one miles,
Settlements are near Fort Washakie, Groiiieart, Arapahoe, St. Michael's
Mission and St. Stephen's Mission.

Located on the eastern slope of the

Wind River Range affords the reservation a comparatively dry climate.
Winters are not severe and only occasionally is fchere heavy snowfall
or severe cold weather.

Altitude ranges from 4,300 feet in the east,

to Gannett Peak in the westg which is 15,785 feet. The nearest shopping
centers adjacent to the reservation are Lander, population 4,182, and
Riverton, population 6,845®^
The Wind River Reservation is occupied by two distinct tribes,
p
the Eastern Shoshone and the northern Arapahoe.

Each tribe has its

own business couneil of six members, elected by popular -rote every two
years.

On certain matters of business affecting both tribes, the

S» Census, 1960
2
See Appendix E, Northern Arapahoe Placed on the Shoshone Indian
Reserve
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-63business eotmeils meet in joint session,

Neither tribe accepted the

2
provisions of the Indian. Reorganization Act in 1934 and hence are not
chartered tribes within the meaning of the Act. The business ooimcils
conduot most business, but certain matters of major importance are
reserved for action by the General Oounoils which seldom meet oftener
than once a year.

The General Councils are mass meetings of the people,

where everyone has equal right to speak and the will of the majority
prevails
lleetrisity is supplied to the reservation and, in some areas,
natural gas.

Good television reception can be had from Boysen Peak near

Thermo polls, Wyoming.

Radio reception from two stations is good any

place on the reservation with the exception of in the mountains.

Most

of the homes are situated near a stream In fertile valleys. Small por
tions of the land are irrigable in oontrast with the dry land areas
which abound with sagebrush but afford some feed for stock. The moun
tains supply an abundance of summer range land for Indian cattle. This
summarized picture of the Wind River Indian Reservation oan be likened
to other rural areas in our western states. To give this picture a more
significant meaning, certain facts of conditioning factors of Indian
life such as population, education, employment, material conditions,
lands, resources and tribal finances are herewith presented.

g
Privileges originally granted only to tribes organized under the
Act of 1934 have gradually been extended to all tribes with the result
that all councils have similar functions and responsibilities,
United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, "Population and Income
Census, Wind Elver Reservation Timing" (Billings, Montana: Missouri
Elver Basin Investigations Project, I960), p. 3. (Mimeographed.)

I. POPULATION

In 1868 the total population of Shoshone Indians on the Wind Elver
Reservation was 1,351 Shoshones.^ Table I gives the popiilation in 1957
which shows an increase of 348 in 89 years «

Prior to revision of the

requirements for tribal membership, 327 Shoshone enrollees of less than
one-fourth Indian blood were admitted to membership. Table I gives the
enrollment statua of the family members including 173 Shoshone children
ineligible for enrollment though at least one parent was an enrolled
member of the tribe.
one-fourth Indian,

Of these, 161 Shoshone children were less than

Many of these children who are ineligible for enroll

ment have older brothers and sisters of the same quantum r.f Indian blood
who were enrolled prior to the enactment of the resolutions requiring
one-fourth Indian blood. Twelve of the Shoshone children ineligible for
enrollment are more than one-fourth Indian but do not meet other member
ship requirements. The Shoshone families included ei^it children whose
applications were pending at the time of the census.
Intermarriages with Indians of other tribes occur most frequently
for the Shoshone with the Western Shoshone of Fort Hall, Idaho. Children
of unions where the father is an enrolled menber of these related tribes
oan not be enrolled in either of the Wind River tribes. Intermarriages
with Indians of other tribes aeooimt for ineluslon in the population
enumeration of 146 Shoahone family members enrolled in other tribes.

5
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Indiana of the United States and
Alaska, Serial No. 30 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1950),
p, 745
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TABLE I

TOTAL lïïUMEEATSD POPULATION MD Q,UAHTDM
OF BLOOD OF 8E08EOIŒ INDIANS
DEOmRRB, 1957*

Desarlptlon
Enrolled in. Shoshone tribe

Number
1,699

Indiana enrolled In other tribes

146

Indians ineligible for enrollment

173

Enrollment In Wind Elver tribe pending
Bon-Indian spouses
Total number of family members

8
250
2,256

Number enrolled under 18 years of age

714

Number of fall-bloods enrolled

555

Number 5/4, less than 4/4 enrolled

508

Number 1/2, less than 3/4 enrolled

271

Number 1/4, leas than 1/2 enrolled

440

Number less than 1/4 enrolled

527

*Ml8sourl Elver Basin InvBstlgatlona Project, o^. cit., pp. 9^10
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Noa-Indlaîi spouses total 230 in Shoshone families. The non-enrolled
family members constituted 25 percent of the Shoshone population tab
ulated. This is due largely to the frequency of intermarriage with
non-Indians among the Shoshone. By observing blood quantum in Table I,
we find that only 353, or 21 percent, are of full blood status. Sho
shones with blood quantum of less than one-fourth degree comprise 19
percent of the total enrolled population,

II. EDUCATIOH

ïhe achievement in the number of school graduates are as follows :
elementary sohool graduate8--2,000; high school graduate8--150, and
college graduates—2.^

In comparison to the population figures in

Table I, this appears to be a significant conditioning factor of Indian
life. There are seventy adults #io are not able to read and write and
sixty unable to speak the English language. The number of years of
schooling of adults, over eighteen years of age and out of school, is
shown by T&ble II»

Tha median years for younger persons is higher

than for older persons, reflecting a trend toward more years of schoollag.
Table III shows the number of resident Shoshone children who
were attending school by age and grade. The large number of children
seven years of age in the first grade indicates that many Shoshone
children do not enter at agp sii or that they repeat the first grade.
The number of children in each grade retarded one or more years in

G^mbcommlttee on Indian Affairs, og. cit.. p. T&G.

-67achool is shown belo# the short horizontal line In Table III, The
ber retarded to this eztent totaled 91, approilmately 22 peroent of the
total number enrolled in grades one through twelveo

The table shows

50 students enrolled in Grade 1 oompared with 12 students in Grade 12.
Though some of the differenees may be due to an Inoreaae in the number
of children born in more reoent years, the data also refloat a dropping
out of school before completion of the twelfth grade. The educational
faolllties which are now available to these people are four elementary
public schools, one Catholic parochial combination elementary and high
school, one elementary and high school at Elnnear, Wyoming, a high
rj
school in Lander, Wyoming, and one in Elverton, Wyoming.
TABLE II
NUMBER YEARS OF 80SD0LIEG ATTAINED
OF ADOLTB OYER EIGHTEEN
WIND RIVER EESEEVATION
1957*

Highest Grade Attended
5-6 7-6 9-10 11-12 More than 12

Total Median Trs,
Adults in Sehool

1—2

3-4

60 or
over

4

7

13

9

2

1

1

37

6.1

5#-68

1

9

21

16

5

6

1

59

6.9

49-58

1

4

14

34

14

14

5

86

8.4

39-48

0

g

10

20

25

29

11

97

10.3

29-38

3

7

10

36

40

55

15

166

10.3

19-28

0

2

6

49

29

49

9

144

10.0

Tbtals

9

42
589
9,2
154
74 164 115
51
'*Mi88ourl River Basin Investigations Itoject, og. cit.* p. 36.

7
Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, op* cit.. p. 33.

TABtS III
AGEE-GEADB ELACESMElir - SHOSHOHS STUimiTS - 1957*

Age in
Years
6
S
7
^ 8
M
9
8 10
"g 11
^ 12

1
25
22
2

2
22
23
6
1

1

Elementary School Grades
3
4
5
6
7

18
15
13
1
1

14
12
5
3

d
M
S
^
.
1
M

13
18
10
2

1
12
10
3

1

15
16
17
18

14
10
10
1

8

Sen-Lor High School
9
10
11
12

9
10
7
1
1
1

10
7
2

5
10
2
2

Over
18

TOTALS

50

Overage
Percentage

6.0

52

48

13.4 31.2

Over
No
îeport
12

7
7
2

4
_7

5

1

13

2

13

2

34

43

27

35

40

29

19

21

12

23,5

27.9

14.8

31.4

25

31

21

33.3

8.0

*Mlssourl Elver Basin Investigations Project, 0£. ojt,, p« 33.
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The Tribal Coimeil of the Wind Elver Shoshone Tribe in a reso
lution dated May 7, 1958, voted to budget a sum of not less than #10,000
annually to provide partial financial assistance to students desiring to
continue their education beyond high school. An amount not to exceed
$750 annually may be approved by the Educational Committee to any student
who is an enrolled member of the Shoshone Tribe so long as he is enrolled
and doing average work in an institution of higher learning. Students
are expected to make use of their per capita funds and possibly earn
some money to cover the expenses which exceed #750 per year.®
In most societies education is the determing factor of economic
and societal conditions,

Beeause of the dominant non-Indian society

standards it does not differ in the Indian society, and is Inevitable
that the Shoshone understand this relationship,

III. MATERIAL CONDITIONS

Homes of the Indian people, for the most part, are inadequate
particularly la respect to size. Families range from two to twelve
people and a large percentage of the homes consist of one or two rooms
with very meager ftrnlshlngs.

Anywhere ftomtwo to eight people may

eat, sleep and live In a single roomu

Very few families have wells for

an Immediate sonrce of water and water must be hauled either fïom streams
or water supplies near the community center, Fewer still have bathroom
facilities dilch makes bathing difficult, not to mention the health hazard of outside facilities.

®Ibld.. p. 35

-70Some individualsJ even whole families, have no permanent resi
dences and, because of this, houses that could shelter an average family
with only minimam standards of comfort are often made uncomfortable for
all by the addition of another family or sometimes several who not only
share the shelter bnt consume the food and use the bedding and clothing.
log and fï^me bouse construction comprise 95 percent of all types
g
of bouges.

During the warmer months, tents are used In addition to the

house for sleeping purposes.
this same purpose.

Occasionally old car bodies are used for

Automobiles are a popular mode of travel, not always

for necessary purposes but, in many cases, used to get away from home.
The largest part of the Shoshones income la Invested In ne* cars.
The nature and sufflolenoy of clothing Is adequate, with *ardrobes being very simple. The male Indian usually follows the tradi
tional western mode of dress and almost always can be seen in blue denim
trouaers and, western shirt: the older or full bloods ollng to the braids
and black "stovepipe" hat. The young and middle age women, in general,
are not fashion conaclous and dress In everyday type clothing,

Of&Mi,

the young women dress western style for more dressy occasion^ again the
older or fbll blood women will dress traditionally Indian with blanket
and legging moccaalns. Girls la school have a tendency to dress fash
ionably and In some Instances have very complété wardrobes; the boys
generally wear the blue denim trousers and sport shirts which corre
sponds with the average non-Indian western student.

g
gubcommittee on Indian Affairs, op, olt,* p* 745.

-71Material conditions in respect to the home are generally inad
equate for wholesome and healthful living.

A few of the more progres

sive Shoshone families are enlarging or building new houses and equip
ping them with more modern appliances. Some are installing plumbing
for indoor bathroom facilities. But, generally, the small house satis
fies the basic need of the Shoshone Indian,

17. IMPLOBIEMT AM) INCOME

The number of Shoshones fully employed compared to the total pop
ulation is a little less than five percent#

The Indian Bureau polipy is

to employ Indian personnel wherever possible and this policy is being
carried out at the Indian Agency Offloe at Fort Washakie, Wyoming»

Other

sources of en^loyment are farm labor, occasional construction projects,
and the oil fields, a uranium mill, and small minor business plaees on
the reservation»

The chief occupational skills are agricultural^ mechan

ical and clerical.
It is estimated that only 330 of the total population of 2,256,
or 15 percent, are considered employable adults.

Unemployed females with

minor children, housewives not seeking work, unemployed males over 64
years of age, unemployed adults who reported some physical disability and
males serving in the armed forces at th&t time were not included among
the employable. This report did not include individuals under 20 years
11
of age. Employable adults worked an average of 979 hours,
or 43

l°Ibld.
l^One dollar of productive income was estimated to equal one
hour of work and 2,000 hours was computed to equal full time employment.

-72percent of full time employnent, each during 1957. There were 250
adults who produced income from employment in agriculture, or from
wages, or from wages and agriculture combined.

These 250 adults oon-

stituted 75 percent of the total number of employable persons*

In

agriculture, 32 employables, or 10 percent, reported full time employ
ment. Twenty-two adults reported full time employment from agriculture
and wages combined, or seven percent of the total employables.

Fifty-

eight were reported to be fully employed for wages only. This number
amounted to 18 percent of the total employable adults. The number of
employable adults fully employed through agriculture, agriculture and
wages, and wages combined, amounted to 112, or 35 percent, of the 330
employable adults.

Forty-one percent, or 118 adults, were employed less

than full time In the above mentioned productive labor during 1957.

The

remainder of the employable adults were 80 individuals, or 25 percent,
who showed no productive labor for 1957.^^
Prosperous families who have utilized their land for crops and
the raising of llvestoak, are few and this potential source of employmeat lies dormant,

Much could be done in raising the standard of living

if the value of self-employment, by utilizing ezistiag resources, could
be seen.
Total average income reported by Shoshone families which resulted
from wages and self-employment in agriculture and per capita payments
($777 per each individual oa the tribal roll), was $3,846 for each family
unit in 1957. Unearned income, per capita payments, amounted to #2,307,

^^Ulssourl River Basin Investigations lïoject, og. cit., pp. 19=21.
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or 60 persent-, of the total average income.

Income from self-employment

in agriculture and income from wages amoimted to 40 percent, or #1,539.
Total Shoshone payments fïom tribal income totaled $1,511,696 in 1957.
The produotlon of oil, and more recently, iiraniim on tribal land on the
reservation has yielded an exceptionally large annual return to the
tribe during recent years, making this the principal income source of
Wind River families

T. uums mD EssomoEs

Much good land under irrigation lies on the reservation and the
majority of this land is operated by non-Indians either through leases
or deeded ri^ts*

Indian land is tai free, consequently not a source of

revenue of the school districts on the reservation.

Large amounts of

land are tied up in heirship status so that no one gets benefit from
them. Table IV gives some information as to the amounts of land on
the reseiTvatlon^* and how this land is being utilized.
The total amount of estimated gas and oil mineral resources is
$600,000,000. This estimate was based on total production for 1949,
with an eipeoted productive life of forty years. This being one of the
main sourees of Income, it can not be depended on for meeting future
security benefits. The volume of timber cutting in 1950 was seven hun
dred eighty-two million board feet per year. The Fish and Game Depart
ment Is another resource with an approximate intake of $80,556.

^^Ibld., p. 27.
Appendii F, Treaties and Determination of Eeservatlon
Boundrlee
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MOUNTS MD UTILIZATION OF LAND ON THE
WIND BITER INDIAN HESEE7ATI0N*
SHOSHONE AND ARAPAHOE

jtotrnts In Acres
Restricted land . . . . . . . . . . . .
Restricted land per capita.

2,079,631
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618

Alloted land

139,309

Tribal ownership. ... ....... .. ......... 1,940,322
Helrehlp status (1222 allotments)

106,314

Indian operated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 8 3 , 2 3 2
Non-Indian operated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,196,399

Owned by Federal GOTerDment

«

994

ntillzatlon In Acres
Wheat . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 785

Oats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other crops

1,625

. . . . . . . . . 550

...................... 134

Forage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 4 1 3
Grazing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 7 8 , 7 2 5

fgiiboommittee on Indian Affairs, op. olt., p. 745.

—

Goal is a resoiaroe of potential importance and knomi coal deposits
on the reservation are relatively deep, but at a considerable distance
from railroadso

Aceessible deposits near the railroads have precluded

15
large scale mining of coal on the reserration.

Therefore, the re-

sources for economic betterment are present. Only too often do the
Indiana lease their land for small sums and, in turn, the non-Indian
makes a profit from it,

71. HEALTH

Health standards are low primarily due to conditions in the home,
such as, over-crowded rooms, no bathing facilities, and no reeidy water
supply. Up until 1953, the Indian Bureau maintained a hospital with, one
full time doctor and seven nurses. These facilities were f)?ee of charge
to any enrolled Indian. In July, 1953, the hospital was closed and a
clinic was maintained with contract doctors from lander and Eiverton on
a part time basis which afforded much free medical service to the Indian
people,On

1, 1955, responsibility for providing medical care

and health service to the Indians was transferred from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to the Public Health Service, which is pert of the Dapart
ment of Health, Education and Welfare. This transfer of responsibility

'United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, "History and Economy of
the Indians of the Wind Elver Eeservation, Wyoming" (Billings, Montana:
Missouri Rlvw Basin Investigations Staff, 1950), p. 8. (Mimeographed.)
IS
Bureau, of Indian Affairs, TJ. 8. Department of Hisalth, Education
and Welfare, n. 8, Departmenb of Agriculture, Pamphlet on Aetlvities of
the Indian Service on the Wind River Beservatlon, Fort %u3hakle i 1958,
p, 15. (Mimeographed.)
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was changed by Public Law 568, 83rd Congress,

Under this system, a

full time dentist is being employed to care for the Indian dental needs
and doctors are contracted as preTioxxsly mentioned.
The principal diseases currently seen are diseases of infancy
and childhood; upper respiratory infections, influenza, pneumonia, mal
nutrition, gastro-intestinal disturbances, conjunctivitis, dental caries,
cardioTascular conditions, tuberculosis, cancer, impetigo, and pedicu
losis,

The principal causes of death are diseases of infancy, tubercu

losis, pneumonia, cardiovascular conditions, and, directly or indirectly,
alcohol.
Major items in the Indian daily diet are bread, meat, potatoes,
and canned fruit,

from personal observation in the cafeteria of the

Fort Washakie School, green vegetables are not eaten by the youngsters
because, evidently, they are not eaten at home.

Sweets are popular and

rarely are Shoshone children seen not chewing gum.
Good health is one of the cardinal principles of education and
an important factor in the progress of a people.

Here, again, educa

tional achievement is a desirable tool in improving the health status
of the Shoshone.

YII. TRIBAL ÏIHMCE

Indian tribeil trust funds, as of June 30, 1949 figures, show that
of one hundred and fifty-three tribes and sub-tribes, the Indians of the
Wind Hiver Reservation have a total of $3,078,490,98,

This figure is

United States Department of the Interior, Answers to Tour
Questions on American Indians (Washington; Government Printing Officej
1956), pp. 21-22,

-77exceeded only by two Oklahoma tribes, the Choctaw with $7,376,442.45
and the Osage with $3,791,402,94. Individual tribal distribution was
Shoshone $2,109,922.00 and Arapahoe $968,568.58.
Individual Indian accounts, as of March 31, 1949, showed the
Wind River Reservation Indians with a total of $673,733.75 on deposit
in the U» S, Treasury*

Investments on these deposits in the U. S»

Treasury amount to $573,084.50. This total of $1,246,818.25 belongs
to 2,383 individual accounts.

With additional miscellaneous collec

tions of 1174,035,49, the proof total amounts to $1,420,853.74. Out
of a total of sixty-four tribes with accounts in the U, S. Treasury,
the Wind Elver Indians are only exceeded by four tribes with the total
amount of moneys of individuals on deposit. The revolving credit activ
ities handled by the Bureau of Indian Affairs shows tribal loans to
individuals at a sum of $24,783.84 and loans to cooperatives at $0,300.00,
fbr a total of 128,083,84.^^

Till. SOmAEY

The population is growing, but the quantity of Shoshone blood is
decreasing due to intermarriage with non-Indians. The amount of educa
tion obtained by adults is increasing with each generation, but drop
outs are frequent after the eighth grade or sixteen years of age and
few actually finish high school and obtain higher edueation. The agegrade placement shows a considerable retardation on the part of Shoshone

18
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, op. cit., p. 877.
^^Ibid.. pp. 877-879.

-78stnaents. Certain material oonclltiong are iiiacleg,Tiate, especially in.
relation to housing. Employment among adult employables is low, but
income is adequate because of unearned income, per capita poyments, in
addition to earned income. The uae of land Is limited because all lands
are not irrigable and, further, much of it is tied up in heirship statijise
Health standards could be higher oonaidering the facilities made avail
able to the Shoshone by the Public Bealth Serrice. The tribe, as a
whole, has considerable finances to wrk %ith and have mich money on
reserve in the U, 8. Treasury. It can be concluded that some of these
conditioning factors are present or obtainabl3, which should tend to
promote social maturity and economic stability and the standard of
living of the Shoshone could peirallel that of the non-Indian society.

OSAPTEE V

ATTITUDES OF PARENTS MD OPIMIOHS 01 TEAOHEHS

Persons directly responsible for the rearing and education of the
student in our society are the parents and the classroom teacher. The
groundwork for the learning process is the burden designated to these
people, as individuals and as an organized unit. Each has his special
responsibility to fulfill in this learning process which is only a sub
division of the whole. Each has his general responsibilities which are
directly, or indirectly, a continuous, combined effort.

Without the

expressed feelings of these indlTiduals, a study of this nature would
certainly be incomplete.

This chapter is devoted to the attitudes of

parents and opinions of teachers who are directly responsible for the
education of the Shoshone Indian students about whom this study is being
made. They are being Included in the same chapter because of the nature
of their relationshipo

I. PAEENTS

Personal interviews were made with Shoshone parents during which
ten specific questions were asked.^ These questions were directed to
their attitude toward schooling and to the education of their children
in general. Parents interviewed represented a sross-sestion of the
parents who had students in school sometime during the three year testing

^See Appendix C, Questions Asked Daring Parent interview
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program. InterTlewa ranged from:

(1) one-fourth quantum Shoshone Indian

blood to full blood quantum, (2) younger parents with children in the
first grade (some had pre-sohool children) up through older parents with
children in their aophomore year in high school (some had older children),
(8) parents or families who subsisted entirely on per capita payments to
parents who ware quite prosperous aside from their per capita paymenta,
and (4) parents living in all parts of the school distrie ta.

Importance of Idueation
aaiowiijho—nuCT—am—1—fc—'
i iui
The question, "Do you think education la impartant to your child and
why or why not?", was asked.

^1 parents responded with an affirma-

tiTB answer. In most of the eases the reasons foi their answer were
basically sound. Only two of all the respondents did net give a reason
why. The consensus was, though wording of their answers varied, that
education waa important to obtain a job and to provide for them and
their family in future years.

Some examples of the reasons giimn were:

"It helps you to know people"; one parent Wio did not have an edoaation
used himself as an eiample by saying, "I know education is important
from my own experience, I rode my horse all day - didn't go to eohool";
another with a humoroua repartee, TZes, ifs important because Eennedy
[^resident: John F. Eennedyl might dissolve our r^aerration and turn ua
loose"; "Best to have education - comes first - to get better jobs";
"Is Important, because everything we do we need if; "Very ii[q)orl;ant
for future"; "It's lii^ortant to help teach others and younger ones";
"Should have an education. Ho one can steal it from you". Other
answers were basically the same aa the preceedlng quoted statements
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eoiil all were la unison that edueatlon is In^ortant,

Quantity of Education

In responding to

how much eduoatlon shoiild yonr child get,

47.3 percent of the parents said, "college degree'", and 31.5 per-sent
said, "all they can get". Those who fawred a high mhool education
were 16.9 percent of all parents and five percent made no comment to
this question. One parent l'emarked she would like to see her child
with a master's degree.

Other remarks noted were:

important. Even in other fields.

TErerything is

For general knowledge"; Twelfth

grade. % don't know after that"» and another, "As far as they could
with It.^

Occupation After Sohool

"WbAr line of work would yon like your children to do when they flu.lah sclivui?",

was asked the parents and all responded to this qiestion.

The responses varied, but 73.8 percent said, in effect, whatever they
want to do and eipressed no special aspiration for their children*

Of

the remaining 26.2 percent, answers marled in feur categories; buglness
10.6 percent, vocational 5.5 percent, professional five percent, and
4.9 percent stated agriculture aa their &hoi'34. Spécifia oscupationè'.
stated by the 26 percent group were:

salesman, carpenter, t;y])l8t, eook,

school teacher, halrdresBer, nurse, and engineer. Mast parents thou^.t
the child would do better at something of his own choosing.

-82Lea^e Réservation

"Sometimea they clo better, sometimee they don't. Better ehaiice
off", stated a inather and tribal councll member in answer to the ques
tion, rOo yon think yonr child should leave the reserratioc. to work and
live T«hen he finishes sshoolg" Eer statement ez^iressed the general oplnion of more than three-fomths of all parents interviewed*

Slightly

more than forty-siz percent gave an afflimative type answer, iihereas,
almost thirty-two percent said no. The remaining twenty-one percent
said "either"maybe", or "it's up to the child"»
some of the parents were:

Eemarks made by

"Don't think sc. Eather have them soiK

back"; "If there is good work they do better away"; "Up to individual.
Some like to stay and work among their people"; "They could take work
on the reservation, but jobs are hard to find here"; one mother stated,
"I do. Teaches them tc wrk with people and get along with other
nationalities.

Get away from environment"; another young mother com

mented, "That's just what it is; it's a resenration. Better to live
off. learn to live better."

The foregoing ere samples of how Sho

shone parents felt about their children leaving the reservation.

Leam in School

"What things should your child leam in grade school?", was answered
by a variety of statements.

"Everything but drinking - any good thing",

stated one middle aged mother.
was soioathlng good.

Another remarked, "TNhat they learn - it

Things I never learned they teach me." ''Clean

habits in langueige [good English]", was given by a full blood Shoshone
mother. To this question, a Shoshone graduate of a ministerial college
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stated, "A little of everything - basic skills, so th.@y can find them
selves." Another along this same line of thon^t, "Try to do well in
each subject to find out #at they want to do in life", by a widower
father of five.

Other replies were:

"All they teach"; "Foreign lan

guage"; "Whatever is offered"; "Everything they need for high school";
"Learn to be a good man or woman", by a seven-eights quantum blood Sho
shone mother. One simply said, "Arithmetic g reading, writing, and
language,"

Eesponse was varied, but the reasoning was sound.

Be port Cards

Parents unanimously agreed that report cards and grades were
important.

When asked why they felt grades were important, a father

of seven-eights quantum Shoshone stated, "Tom jjiarent^ know what is
going on."

Almost 75 percent of the parents answers reflected the

opinion of this father.

A father who is employed with Law and Order

on the reservation said, "You carry grades wherever you go."

Shoshone Teachers

"No", said over half of the Shoshone parents when asked, "Do yon
think it would be better if the teachers were Shoshone?" "Prefer not be too partial", says a Shoshone mother. "Ho," says a father, "white
men should be." Still another, "No. They would have discipline problems. Too Familiar."

"Absolutely not,*' says a mother, "not as much

control over them [students^j."
soft.

Another reply was, "They would get

White teacher more strict,"

T#enty-t*o pereenb of the parents aald, ''kayte", cr that It did mot
make any difference.

One parent stated, To3an''t matter = they [teacher;^

ahoTild be raised in or around community so they understand the Indian
better." Affirmât!79 answers ware given by a little more than twenty
persent of the parents. "Really he fire," says a middle aged mother.
A mother of tw) boyg had this to say, "It would be good.

Better imder-

standing of eaoh other Fatudent and teaahe:^." "^Qood," said one mother,
P

"other Indians too. Some *lte teaahers are klnda bad*"

One young

father, nearly a full blood, had this to say, "Agaept better by the stu
dents. There ia still hatred for the vÉilta man. If 3 slowly dwindling.
There wculda^t be that barrier

taashar and student." Iblg man

was a Ohrlstlaii leader who haa contact with many of the Shoghona. B@
referred this thought a@ the general feeling of most of the Shcshone
people, even though the majority of the parents e3i)r9S8ed a negative
response when asked if the teaehers aj^ould b@ Sboshoa?,.

Sohool ZTalziatlon

In response to the question, "What do yoa think of your auhcoZ?*,
@1 persent of the parents responded aa^^lng the sehool was good. Thia
question was explained to the parents eis refez-rlng to the idiyelaal plant
and its operation.^

Eespozises of the parenta ranged from "good'^, to

"-yery good", to '%onderfal''«

One remark te the qciastloa waa, "Ck)c4, b?it

^During this Interirlew the mother talked tc the father in Shoshone.
She ez^)lained what the q^iiestlona were aid he replied l:z Shoshone. As the
writer was about to leave, the father began speaking In English.
%e8@rlptlona of the physical plants of the Fort Washakie and Crow=
heart 3@hoola were glTsn in Chapter Two.

'='8^5'"'
[ehildrenl eoioe back from school suffering from the stomaoh." In
eiplalning her remark, this full blood, middle-aged mother referred to
the food served at school and the effeot it sometimes has on her chil
dren. Thirty-nine pereenb of all parents InterTiewed eipressed an
indifferent to a negative attitude toward their sohoolo

A young mother

with two boys and a girl in eohool said, "Fairly good school." "Going
down hill gradually", retorted a mother of four with two in school.
An older guardian of a three-eights quantum Shoshone boy replied, " Need
more discipline."

In answer to an explanation, it was found that her

boy was punished by corporal methods and she felt that some other means
of punishment or discipline should be used.

A father who had attended

an on-reserratlon boarding aahool at Fort Washakie sedd, "Better than
what we had at the Governmenfe school."

Better Education

Eespondence to the ninth question reflected progressive thinking
on the part of the parents. To the question, "TKiat ooiHd the Gchocl do
to give your child a better education?'', 88 percent of the parents roplied
with constructive critfoism.

Their answers ranged from "better love and

understanding" of the Shoshone child to teaching manners and new s#—
jects. Tba remaining 22 persen* either did net Mply or their answers
were not in line with the question.
The following are a few replies to this question:

"Give education

for what they [children] have to look ahead [^education to prepare them
for the futur^

"Learn more abo;it country [reservation] ways [teach

students how to liv% on the reseirvatio]^"; another parent father eald
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practically the same thing, "Teach them coimtry ways. How to live on
the reserration", "leam children to hang up clothes", replied a father.
Thirty-one percent of the respondents suggested the school should
teach trade subjects, such as carpentry, mechanics, gardening, and
sewing,

A mother's reply was, "Work with their hands instead of their

heads." Extra reading classes and speech were included in response.
Table manners and prayers before eating were suggested.

"Stress science

and English - very important", and one last remark, "to help them
[student^ work and achieve as individuals,"

Parents* Education

The final question asked of the parents was, "How far did you go
in school?" ïhe average number years of schooling for the fathers, of
which 72 percent replied, was the eighth grade.

For 66 percent of the

mothers responding, the average was nine and a half years schooling.
The remainder of the parents were either reluctant to give this infor
mation. or one or the other parent was not at home; in two eases, one
was a widow and one a widower.

Summary

The foregoing interpretations of Shoshone parent interviews pre
sents the reader with certain data reflecting the attitudes towards
education and a general feeling of expressed opinions. The attitudes
of the majority of parents points to a sound philosophy towards educa
tion,

Basically, with few exceptions, this same philosophy might be

applied to any non-Indian parent group.

-87A philosophy is only valid #en application of that philosophy is
made. For a final analysis of the philosophy of Shoshone parents towards
education, a correlation mast be made with their preTious culture and
their betTwen-oulture situation, of the present. This analysis will be
presented in Chapter Seven of this study.

II. TSAGHEES

Data Tsere colleeted on teachers' opinions toward educational
achievement of Shoshone Indian students by means of a questionnaire.
Teachers of three schools on the Win»? Elver Reservation; fort Washakie,
Crowheart, and Morton High School, were included in this study. These
three schools educate almost all the Shoshone students in grades one
through eight on the reservation. Thirty questionnaires were sent to
the total population of teachers who were teaching, or who had taught,
in one of these schools sometime during the three year testing program
of 1959-60-61.

Ninety percent, or twenty-seven teachers, responded by

submitting completed questionnaires. Of the remaining three teachers,
one was returned with a statement of not being qualified to complete
the questionnaire, and two were not heard from at all. Three superin
tendents, three principal-teachers, and twenty-one classroom teachers
are represented.

Qualifications and Teaching Experience

Qwallfloations, The total average number of years of college
education for twenty-seven teachers and administrators was 4.14 years.
There were two with no degree, three years each; nineteen with a
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bachelor's degree plus an average of five quarter hours; and sis with a
master's degree plus an average of thirteen quarter hours.
Teaching experience.

The twenty-seven respondents showed a total

average of 9.1 years of teaching experience. There were four who had
taught only one year and five who had taught twenty or more years, eight
with from two to five years, seven with siz to ten years, two with thir
teen and fifteen years each, and one with eighteen years of teaching
experience.

Influential Factors of Aehievement

Response to itemized factors.

Ten items were listed on the ques

tionnaire vÈiich, at one time or another, have been indicated by various
teachers as being an influence on academic achievement; of Shoshone Indian
students. Table 7 shows the influential factors and how the teachers
rated each one. The response showed that all factors listed tend to
retard the Shoshone students' achievement except student interest in
classroom experiences where seventeen teachers, or 63 pereenfc, indi
cated it as being a progressive factor; eight teachers, or 29.5 percent
thou^t it retarded achievement, one teacher indicated it had no influ
ence and one did not respond.

Shoshone language spoken in the home was

the most significant factor in retarding Shoshone achievement. Twentysix teachers, or 96 percent, agreed it was a retarding factor and only
one thou^t it mi^t tend to progress. Home living conditions was the
next most retarding factor indicated by the response of 92,6 percent, or
twenty-five teachers. The next most dominant retarding factor indicated
by twenty-four teachers, or 88.8 percent, was cultural background. The

TABLE 7
TEACHER OPINIONS
INFLTIENTIAl FACTO ES 01 ACHIEVEMENT

PROGRESS

PER
PER
RETARD
m imLUENGE ^ NO RESPONSE
CENT
CENT

Community enTiromnent

8

29.5

18

66 *6

0

Cultural background

1

3,7

24

88.8

2

7.3

0

leoaomie status

8

29.5

15

55.5

5

11.1

1

Health standards

9

55.3

15

55.5

5

11.1

0

Home living conditions

1

5.7

25

92.6

0

Indian attitude towards non-Indian

3

11.1

13

48.1

10

Parents' attitude toward school

6

22.2

19

70.3

0

2

Shoshone language spoken in the home

1

3.7

26

96.3

0

0

Social standing

4

14.8

13

48.1

10

37.0

0

17

63.0

8

29.5

1

3.7

1

58

21.4 176

65.1

29

10.7

7

Student interest in classroom experienees
Totals

1

1
37.0

1

-90fourth. factor, in order, which tends to retard was parents* attitude
towards school, with nineteen teachers saying it retarded and six in
dicating it to progress , and two teachers made no response to this
item.

Community environment was indicated by eighteen teachers as a

retarding factor and eight indicated it was a progressive factor.
Two items were checked by only thirteen teachers, or 48 percent, as
having influence on achievement as a retarding factor, they were:
Indian attitude towards non-Indian and social standing. They appeared
as a more donimant retarding factor than a progressive one.
The totals indicate the total number of teachers rssponding to
all items under progress, retard, no influence, no response and also a
percentage-wise figure, fifty-eight, or 21 percent of a total possible
response of 270, indicated all ten items tend to progress Shoshone stu
dent achievement; compared to 176 responses, or 65.1 percent, indicate
all ten items tend to retard and 29, or 10.7 percent, indicate no influ
ence either way and seven showed no response at all.

Other Influential factors

Teachers were asked to indicate any additional factors which they
had experienced as a teacher that progress or retard achievement other
than those Itemized in the questionnaire and illustrated in Table V.
Additional progressive factors. The following list shows addi
tional influences which tend to progress Shoshone atudant achievement
given by free response of the teachers:
1.

Athletics.

2. Television,
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3. Correlation of subject matter.
4«

Being able to use their hands, such as, arts, typing, and so. forth.

5,

Attractive surroundings of the school,

6. Activities, such as, 4-H, Boy Scouts, band, music, summer activ
ities, Sunday school, recreation, and outdoor activities.
1»

Students whose parents are employed at something other than farm
ing or ranching.

8. If personal experiences can be related with teaching.
9o

Expend more energy in teaching Shoshone students,

10. Respond to positive approach - minimize criticism.
Additional retarding factors, The following list shows additional
influences Which tend to retard Shoshone student achievement given by
free response of the teachers:
1. Inferiority complex»
2. Resistance to another culture.
3. Lack of foresight*
4. Late television shows.
5. Lack of incentive,
6. Courses of study not geared to Indian background.
7. Parental control,
8. Poor or no breakfast.
9. Lack of motivation in the home.
10. Shorter interest span than non-Indian,
11. Shyness.
12. Lack of pride in achievement
13o

The idea the Federal Government owes them a home.

14. Non-attendance,

-9215. Don't need education for the type of life they live.
16. Lack of vocabulary for understanding,
17«

Can't express themselves in English,

18,

Don't understand English,

19o

Family background,

20. Intermarriage.

£lo

Bash fulness.

22o

Low desire,

23e

Lack of initiativeo

24. See no need for an education.

Intelligence of Sboshone Indian Student

Standardized I»Qo tests do not validly test innate Intelligence of
the Indian student*^

It is not the purpose of this section to establish

a numerical I0Q09 but to relate the teachers opinion of the average intel
ligence ^ or native ability, of the Shoshone Indian either as below, equal
to, or above the average intelligence of the non-Indian,
Intelligenceo

All twenty-seven teachers responded to the ques

tion. Shoshone Indian intelligeœe was indicated as being equal to nonIndian intelligence by 81.5 percent of the group, or twenty-two teachers,
Five teachers, or 18,5 percent of the group, Indicated the Shoshone
intelligence was below that of the non-Indian,

Free response by teachers

to justify their opinions are listed below in brief,

Robert J. Saviourst and fihea E, SUkevitoh, "The Intelligence
of Indian Children as Measured by a Performance Scale," Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychologys 39:419-435, 1944; Robert J, Eavighurst,
Minna Koral Gunther, and Inez E, Pratt, «Environment and the Draw-a-Man
Tests The Performance of Indian Children," Ibid,, 40:50-63, 1946.
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equal to the non-Indian qualified their answer by saying the aehieTemenfc
is lower because of the retarding influential factors previously men
tioned. In addition one teacher stated, "These people
dents

Shoshone stu

do very well in band which requires average or above average

intelligence."

Another teacher said, "What he wishes to leam, an

average Indian child does leam. His cultural background may be the
deciding influence in determining what he wishes to learn."

A final

remark by a superintendent was, "We have found through testing that
the average Indian is just as capable as an average white."
Seasons given by the teachers indicating below average intelli
gence for the Shoshone Indian vazy. One teacher said, "Due to lack of
parental interest in children as students,"

Another commented, "I

believe that intermarriage within the Shoshone tribe has some effect
on their intelligence." This same idea is given by another respondent,
"Too much intermarriage in a small group is I think partly responsible.**
A final comment is given, "With centuries of civilization behind nonIndians and not even one century behind the Shoshones, they naturally
would have a lower intelligence than the non-Indian."

Courses of Study and Textbooks Geared to Background

It was desired to establiah. whether the course of study, including
the textbooks used, was geared or not geared to, (l) the type of commu
nity in which the schools were located; (2) Shoshone Indian students»
background; and (3) non-Indian students* baekground.

Table 71 shows the

interpretation of the data obtained as a result of this question.

It

-94shows that 92.5 percent, or twenty-five teachers, indicated the course
of study and textbooks are geared to the non-Indian students' background.
Twenty respondentsj or 74 percent, indicated it was not geared to the
Shoshone students* background, but almost 60 percent, or sixteen
teachers, said that it was geared to the type of community, rural
farming and ranching, in wbieh the school was located»

TABLE YI
COURSE OF STUDY AND TEXTBOOKS G-SAEED TO
COMMDNITY MD 8TDD2NT BAOKGBDIMD

Course of Study
and Textbooks geared to:
Type of community in which your
school is located
Shoshone Indian students' background
Non-Indian students' baekground

No.
Yes

Per
cent

No. Per
No
cent

16

59.2

10

57

1

6

22.2

20

74

1

25

92.5

2

No
Response

7.4

Raise Shoshone Student Achievement

Teachers were asked to submit their opinion on what could be done
to raise the academic achievement level of Shoshone students,

(Only one

teacher did not respond to this question.) Their opinions are quoted, in
part, below.

Some that definitely overlap others will be shown as one.

1. "Home baekground improved."
2o

"Guidance program which mould, show the need for academic achieve
ment."

3.

"Anything that would help their self-confidence."

4. "Attitude of the community will have to change.
5.

"Change the curriculum to fit the culture rather than try to
change the culture to fit the curriculum."

-956. "When the Indians themselTes feel that education is needed in
their daily lires."
7«

"Change the method of giving out the oil royalties» They have
become too dependent on it and see no need to learn aeademis
things in order to make a living,"

80

"Encouragement to speak English in the home."

9o

"Intermarriage between Arapahoe and Shoshoni and whites and
Shoshoni is gradually eliminating the language barrier."

10.

"Eaise the educational level of Indian parents."

11.

"Texts should be based on Shoshone childrens' experiences and
widen to greater world-scope with age."

12.

"English should be taught in the morning as a foreign subject
is taught to English-speaking people. Beading will then come
more easily, English, numbersg Phonics, then Evading should
be the order,"

13.

"Teachers should be very interested in these children. Capable
of getting across the value of Christian principles."

14.

"Ability grouping,"

15. "Boarding schools where living standards are higher and they are
required to speak English and are away from the influence of
their parents."
16. "Educate the parents regarding health needs, diet, adequate
housing» Carrieulum in an Indian school geared to the
immediate needs of the pupil «"
17. "Gear academic program to fit the need of the Indians. Special
ists to evaluate their needs and help set up learning programs.
More patience and understanding toward Indians where they go
on to Public High Schools."
18»

"Bsseareh and public awareness."

19.

"Three grades for grades one and two instead of traditional two
years. Establish standards of achievement for each grade level
for Shoshone pupils with rewards for pupils reaching standards."

20,

"Educate the parents - homelife - money wise5 etc."

21®

"A long range educational program seems to be the answer."

22.

"The average Indian has a better chance for education in the
all Indian schools."

-9623. "A 'Track System' would be advantagious, if Tocational - cul
tural - social - and eommimicative training were stressed.
Guidance counseling - counselor should be well-versed in the
language-customs and traditions of his counselees,"
24.

"Smaller schools would help because it allows them to take part
in a wide variety of activities and allows them to make personal
friends with people of different races. It allows the Indian
child to excel at the top of the class in some fields,

25.

"Develop the skills that the Indian has."

26. '^Encourages praise and bolster pride in achievesent when ever
possible. Encourage use of English, outside reading - tele
vision - radio, newspapers. Work through parents ishen ever
possible to secure cooperation of effort. Make school more
center of Community Activity. Enlist parent participation
when ever possible."
27. "A kindergarten would be beneficial toward language development."

Summary

The qualifications of the teachers are high with only two of the
twenty-seven not having a degree and five holding a master's degree.
Their teaching experience is considerable and, although teaching ability
of these teachers is not known, qualifications and experience are such
as to stimulate growth in student academic achievement in these or any
other schools.
Except for student interest in classroom experiences, a majority
of the teachers agreed on factors which retard Shoshone student achieve
ment. Shoshone Indian intelligence was shown to be equal to the average
non-Indian by most all of the teachers. According to the respondents,
the course of study is geared primarily to the non-Indian students" back
ground and not to the Shoshone students' background even though enroll
ment in two of the three schools is primarily Shoshone Indian students.
A slight majority said the course of study was geared to the type of
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GOBmunity in which the school was located, that is, a rural farming and

ranching commmity. Some of the foregoing quoted statements and atti
tudes and opinions of the teachers toward progressive and retarding
factors of academic achievement do not necessarily represent the convic
tions of the writer.

Concluding statements to teacher attitudes will be

treated in Chapter Seven,

CSAFEER 71

SHOSHOHl STUDEHT ACHIMSMEHT

It was the ptrcpose of this chapter to determine the aeademie
achievBBîÉBnt in the basic skills of Shoshone students in grades three
through eight®

Students, both Shoshone and non-Indian, in two publie

schools on the Wind River Heservation were given the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills during April of 1959, 1960, and 1961. The results of the
three year testing program were used to broaden the scope in relation
to obtaining more valid results,
A comparison of Shoshone students is made with the non-Indian
students in the same schools and also both groups are compared with
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills percentile norms»

Althou^ this is not

a complete statistical study, the ranking of achievement on eleven tests
by percentile norms is inferred as being sufficient data to determine
Shoshone student achievement in the public school.
Table 711 shows the number of students tested in each gradeo
This table represents the total three year testing program. Although
there is marked over-agedness, no attempt is made in this study to corre
late achievement with age.

The reader may refer to the age-grade place

ment table for 1957 on page 68, which has changed little since that
date. There were some students In each grade, both Shoshone and nonIndian, who did not complete all eleven tests and, consequently, these
data were not included in this study o
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I. TEST DATA MD IHTEBPEETATIOKS

Grades Three Through Eight

Test data are treated by indiTidual grades and a comparison is
made with Shoshone and non-Indian scores and with the percentile norms
of the Iowa Tests of Basis Skills,

Results of all eleven tests for

each grade are treated separately and a comparison is made of the Sho
shone and non-Indian students by tabular meanso

By graphical methods

each test is shown and a comparison can be made of the Shoshone and
non-Indian students and also of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills norms.
The composites of all tests for each grade are shown in the tables and

TABIE ¥11
NDMBEE OF SHOSHONE AND NON-IHDIAN STUDENTS TESTED
IX)HT WASHAKIE AHD GEOIHEART SCHOOLS
APSIL, 1959-60-61

SCHOOL

Y
E
A
E

Fort Washakie

3

4

S H-I

S

5

N-I . S

6

N-I

8

7

S 1Î—I

S

12

26

6

13

8

9

7

13

1

6

6

2

5

5

4

4

4

14

4

26

2

12

9

14

5

3

4

4

3

2

2

3

3

26

11

21

4

25

6

14

8

5

3

4

3

7

5

2

1

54 70

25

60

33

50

N-I

2

8

12

N-I

1

1959
Crowheart
Fort Washakie

Hone
14

1

Hone
18

3

1960
Crowheart
Fort Washakie

Hone
12

6

Hone
23

1

1961
Crowheart

TOTAIS

80
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Hone

22 38

8

Hone

53

5

"100"'
flgnres to establish an average grade aqnlvalent for each group for an
overall plot we of average gain or loss. Other than this general use,
the Gomposlte should not be referred to as a means of determlng grade
plaoenBiib of an IndlTldual, or Iz. this oaa*, a group.
In ooniparlng Shoshone and non-Indian students in grades seven
and ei^t, reference must be made to the small number of non-Indian
students in those grades. This is not held to be a perfectly valid
comparison, but an inferenoe must be made besause these non-Indian
students represent the non-Indian total population in those grades
ezeept ïbr two students in grade eight and one in grade seven «ho did
not complete all tests and could not be included*
Tables eight through thirteen show the low soore, tbs 25th per
centile, the median aaore, the 75th per/jentila, and the hi^ SQore fbr
each teat. They siLso show how each group, Shoshone and non-Indian,
compared with the Iowa Testa of BaslQ Skills median by a plus or minus
number of months of deviation. The Shoshone students median for each
test is compared to the non^Indian by a plus or minus number of months
of deviation.
Figures one through eighteen show test results for all alz grades
on all tests. A eomparlson can be made of Shoshone, non-Indian, and
Iowa Tests of Baslo Skilla by means of low, 25th percentile, median,
75th percentile and high st^oree for all tests and a congosite of all
teats. Zaoh grade is represented by one table followed by three figures,
Tbr a complete understanding of the data, ezplanatlons of symbols and
abréviations are herewith given:
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Iowa. Tests of Baslo Skills.

8

" Shoshone student.

N-I

=

Non-Indian student.

Mdn, =

Median, or a point In a distribution above and below
which half the eases fall,

26

=

25th pereentlle, or a point In a dlatrlbntlon below
whlsh 25 percent of the caaes lie,

75

=

75th peroentlle, or a point In a dlatrlbutlon below
whleh 76 peroenb of the cases lie.

Low

=

loweat score In each teat»

Sigh

-

Elgheat aoore In each teat.

Dev. + or -

Devlatloa..
=

Above or below a median by nmiber of montha (example,
-6 Indloatea ali months below another median score.)
Scores fOimd In the tables and figures represent a
grade equivalent in years end months (ezample, 65
meena grade 6 plus 3 morths.)

Simmary

It was the porpoae of this chapter to eatabliah Shoahone stadent
academlG achlevement in grades three through el^t, as compared to thelz
non-Indian ccmnterparts In the same grades.

No distinction was made In

the classroom and materials and methods of in8tru,ctlon wsra generally
the same for both groupe, Tat, in almoat every teat in all grades, the
Shoahone stiident ashlevement was below the noE. Indian student aïhleiyement, in comparing medians, ftom one month in various teats up to three
years and three months in slith grade language usage.
In the third gradm, the Sboahone students were below the ITB8
mediana only in three teata, the loweat being minus four months in
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GRADE THREE DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON ALL TESTS
SHOSHOHB AHD NOH-INDIM STUDENTS COMPARED

TESTS

DISTRIBUTION
Q
3

LOW

25

Mdn«

75

HIGH

DEV.
ÎEOM
ITBS
MDHo

S

21

34

59

45

49

+1

N-I
S

31

40

45

55

60

+7

21

33

59

45

51

+1

N-I

29

39

45

49

77

+5

S

19

37

43

48

67

+5

N-I
S

80
18

35
35

42
39

52
44

63
60

44
41

N-I

29

39

43

50

69

45

S

27

36

40

45

58

42

36

41

46

59

45

Yocabxilarj
Reading
Gompreliensioii
Spelling

Oapitalization

Punotoatlon.

Language Usage

Baowledge & Use
of Reference
Materials
Arithmetie
Concepts
Arithmet ie
Problem Solving
Cbmposite
All Tests

-6

-4

41

-4

-1
N-I
S

18

28

34

58

55

-4

N-I
8

20
23

55
33

45
57

49
43

59
53

45
-1

N-I

25

37

44

47

58

46

S

18

29

55

38

51

-0

N-I
8

25

55

42

48

61

+4

25

33

58

42

52

None

N-I
S

17

55

59

45

55

41

19

34

58

41

56

None

N-I
S

50

38

44

50

60

46

23

34

38

40

50

Non@

N-I

23

34

42

48

54

+4

8

25

35

58

41

49

None

N-I

31

39

44

50

59

46

-9

Map Reading
Reading Graphs
and Tables

SEDSECm
COMPARED
TO
N-INDIAN
mm.

-7
-X

—6
A
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4

LEGEND
School Group
Norms

High
-rElgh
75
__?5
McUi.
__McLii.
25
__25
LJLow
-LLOW
8 = Rboabone
N-I - Non-Indian

I
&
M

I

ITBS
No nus

N-I

N-I

EeadiDg

N-I
Spelling

N-I
Capitalizatlozi

FIGUEE 1
GRADE THREE ZQDIVAI.ENT: SHOSHONE AND NON-INDIAN STDDEliïrS
VOOABUIAET, READING, SPELLING, AND CAPITALIZATION
APRIL, 1959-60-61
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8

r

T

n

u

LJ

%
«D

$
1

O"

N-I

Pimotnatlor.

language
Usage

N-

Mag Eeadiiig

EeacUng Grapte
aaa Tablsg

FIGOEE 2
GBADE TBBEE EQOIVAian: SmaHDNE AND NDN-INDim STUDENTS
FONCTUATIDN, USAGE, MAP BEADING, HEADING GEAPB8 AND TABUS
APail, 1959-60^41
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8

7

6
5
.

-

-

4

—

. 3

: 2

1

1

0
M

#
6

8

N-I

Ewmleclge & Use
of Eeferea@9
Materials

8

N-I

Arithmetic
Concepts

8

N-I

Arltkmetlj
Problj^m Sol .yi3.g

S

N-I

Oompcslte
All T93tB

FIGUEB 3
GBADB THBEB ZQUIVAIJSNT; SEOSHCHE AND NON-INDIAN STDDENTS
EEFEEEKGE MATBRIAIS, AEUBMETIQ CONCEPTS, PROBLEK
SOLVING, AND COMPOSITE OF ALL TE8T8
APEIL, 1959-60-61
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TÂBLE 1%
GRADE KiUR DISTSIBUTIOH OF SCORES ON AH, TESTS
8E08EDNE ABD NON-INDim STUDENTS OOMPAEED

DISTRIBUTION
TESTS

DBT.
FROM
ITB8
NORMS

IjOW

25

MDN.

75

HIGH

S

29

41

45

47

57

-3

N-I
S

37

47

51

73

85

+3

29

41

47

51

63

-1

N-I
S

38
52

51
45

61
52

80
63

96
84

+12
44

N-I
8

59

58

29

50
44

52

63
59

81
69

+10
+4

51
50

59

69

8

41
45

56

67

91
87

+11
+8

N"I
8

55
20

55
53

67
59

82
48

98
67

+19
-9

N-I

45
43

55
4T

67
53

74
73

+5

8

50
50

-1

N-I

59

49

55

65

76

+7

8

25

37

42

46

69

-6

N-I

45

55

65

73

+5

8

51
29

43

49

55

71

+1

N-I
8

59
29

48
40

57
43

64
48

81
58

+9
-5

N-I

59

52

56

62

67

+8

8

50

37

43

47

61

-5

N-I

52

46

56

64

69

+8

8

56

42

47

50

58

—1

N-I

42

49

58

68

77

+10

Yooabtilary
Reading
Comprehension,

-6

-6

Spelling

.

-7

Oapitallzatloa
N-I
Punistuation

-11

language Usage

-14

Map Reading
Heading Graphs
and fables
Knowledge & Use
of Reference
Materials
Arithmetic
Conoepta
Arlthmetla
Problem Solving
Composite
All Tests

sm SHONE
OOMPAEED
TO
N-INDIAN
Mm.

-8
T1
""Xx

-a
a

-13

—11

-10?.

10

8

4

3

LEGEHD
School Group
Norms

High
-r-Elgh
75
--75
Mio..
--McLor.
25
--25
L_1 low
-Llo*
8 = Sboshone
N"I = Non-Indian

I

I1

I

ITB8
Nouns

N-I
Tooabulary"

8

N-I

Reading

N"I

N"I
Spellizig

Oapltallzatloa

FIGHBE 4
GEAIK pons EQOITALKNT: ,sm)8aONE AND NON-INDIAN 3mnENT8
70GABD1AEY, READING, ŒELLING, AND CAPITALIZATION
APEIL, 1959-60-61
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10

—

9
—

O "
—

7

6

5
—
—

4
—

—
—

5

8

1i
5
M

1

3

N-r

PuDjùtiiatloa

8

N-I

language
Haage

8

N-I

Map Reading

8

I

I

Reading Graphs
and Tf.t lee

FIGUEB 5
GRADE FOUR ZQPIVADLENT: SBvSBONE AND NON-HBIAN STTIDENPS
FmOTOATION, nSAŒ, MAT EEADDfG, READING GEAEŒ AND TAB1E8
APRn, 1959-60-61
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9

8

7
6

5

4

-

-

3

2

î

oHI
5
M

§a

8

N-I

Knowledge & Use
of Refereaoe
Ikterlala

8

N-I

Arithmetla
Conoepts

8

N"I

Arithmetic
Problem SolTlng

8

N-I

Composite
Ail Testa

FIGUES 6
GRADg FOUR EQUITALEHT; SBDSECKB mD NON«II)DIAH 8T0DSI9T8
REFERENCE MATERIALS, AEITBMETIO 00N0EPT8, PROELEM
SOLVING, AND œMPOSITE OF ALL TESTS
ATIOL, 1959-60-61
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TASLB I
GRADE FITS DISTRIBUTION OF 800 EES ON ALL TESTS
SHOSHONE AND NON-INDIAN STUDENTS 00 WARED

DISTRIBUTION
TESTS

HIGH

DEV.
FROM
ITBS
Mm.

57

79

—8

71

83

96

+13

48

54

58

75

—4

40

54

. 73

88

102

+15

S

30

48

58

68

87

None

N-I
S

59

55

63

71

89

+5

34

53

57

67

99

-1

N-I

43

53

72

87

114

+14

S

37

53

66

76

93

+8

N-I
S

40

65

86

96

106

+28

38

43

50

59

92

-8

N-I
S

32

54

80

91

105

+22

29

41

55

60

78

-3

N-I
S

40

55

64

70

80

+6

33

44

51

55

77

-7

N-I
S

40

55

62

74

85

+4

38

48

54

60

76

-4

N-I
S

41

56

64

75

87

+6

36

45

52

58

71

-6

N-I
S

43

55

82

72

78

+4

36

46

58

57

78

-6

N-I

41

53

63

73

88

+5

8

42

49

53

58

75

—5

N-I

46

54

70

78

91

+12

A
Q
LOW

25

S

35

44

50

N-I
S

39

53

32

N"I

Tooabulafy
Reading
Comprehensioa

75

-5

-15

Capitalization

-20

Ponctuation

Language Usage

-30

Map Reading

Knowledge & Use
of Reference
Materials
Arithmeti®
Concepts
Arithmetic
Problem Solving
Composite
All Tests
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-xy

Spelling

Reading Graphs
and Tables
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FIGDEB ?
GRADE FIVE EQDITAT.TmT: SBDSECKE MD mN-INDim STUDENTS
VOOABDLART, BEADING, SPELLING, AND OAPITALIZATION
AJSOl, 1959-60-61
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I
M

n

N-I

Pumatoatloii
8age

N-I

N-I

ip Readlag

| E&adtag Graph
and Tables

PIGDEE 8
GRADE FIVE EQUIVALENT: 8H08H0NE AND NON-INDIAN STUDENTS
PUNOTUATION, DSAŒ, m? READING, READING GRAEBB AND TABLES
AfSCL, 1953-60-61

-na
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10

n

n

LJ

LJ

I

t

1
Î
m

5
Ehowledge & Use
of Eeferecce
Materlala

N-I

Arithmetic
Oonaepté
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Arithmetioi
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N-I
Gompositg
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FIGDEE 9
GEADE ?ITE EQmVALENT: SBDSEOEE MD NON-IHDIAN yi'UHmrS
BEFESEMCE MAIERIAIS, ARITHMETIC CONCEPTS, PEOBIEM
SOLVING, AND COMPOSITE OF ALL TESTS
APRIL, 1959-60-61
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TABLS H
GKADE SIX DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON ALL TESTS
SHOSHQHE AND NON-INDIAN STUDENTS COMPARED

DISTRIBUTION
GROUP

DEV.

LOW

25

MDH.

75

HIGH

S

40

49

53

60

92

-15

N-I
S

50
44

63
54

73

90

+5

58

62

100
98

—10

N-I

50

64

76

91

114

+8

S

44

57

68

77

101

None

N-I
S

49
49

68

73

56

66

87
83

94
104

+5
-2

N-I

56

69

87

102

115

+19
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-126language usage. They were even on three tests and were above in five
testsrup to five months in spelling. Tet, with the exception of spell
ing, the Shoshone students were below the non-Indian students in all
tests, as much as nine months in, language usage»
In the fourth grade, the Shoshone students were above the ITBS
medians in four tests and below in seven, as much as nine months in
language usage#

They were below the non-Indian students in all tests,

as much as one year and four months in language usage»
Shoshone students in the fifth grade «ere only above the ITBS
medians in punctuation, even in spelling, and below in the nine remain
ing tests, with a minus eight months in vocabulary and language usage.
They were below the non-Indian students' medians in all eleven tests,
as much as tw years and one month in vocabulary to three years in
language usage#
Sixth grade Shoshone students equalled the ITBS medians in spell
ing and fell below in all other tests, as much as minus fifteen in vocab
ulary and a minus eighteen in language usage. The non-Indian students
were above the Shoshone students in all tests, up to three years and
three months in language usage.
In the seventh grade, both groups fbll below the ITB6 medians
with the exception of non-Indian students in eapitalization where they
equalled the test norm. The Shoshone students were below the test
medians in vocabulary by twenty months and nineteen months below in
language usage.

In comparing medians with the non-Indian, Shoshone

students equalled the non-Indian medians in language usage and arith
metic problem solving, were below in seven tests and above In spelling

-127by one month and punctuation by twelve months.
The Shoshones in grade eight were below the ITBS medians in all
tests except spelling, where they equalled the test norm and also equal
led the non-Indian median.

On ten tests the Shoshone students were fïom

ten months below the ITBS median in arithmetic problem solving, one year
and seven months in language usage, to as mch as two years and three
months below in vocabulary. Even thou^ the non-Indian students fell
below the ITBS medians in all tests but four, the Shoshone students
equalled or exceeded them in only two tests by no more than six months
in arithmetic problem solving.
Data of this chapter clearly show that Shoshone student achieve
ment in the basic skills of education are considerably lower than the
non-Indian students in the same schools.

Language usage and vocabulary

appear to be the most difficult skills for them, with reading comprehension
close behind.

It can be noted that the lag of Shoshone student achieve

ment becomes lower each succeeding grade when compared to the non-Indian
and the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills* norms.

CHAPTER ni

STBUMAEI, CONCLUSIONS AND EECOMMMDM'IONS

I, SUMMARY

It -was the ptirpose of this study to establish some of the influ
ential factors affecting academic achieveimnt of Shoshone Indian students
on the Wind Eirer Reservation, aad to compare their achievement with the
non-Indian students in the same schools.

Historical Significance of the Problem.

Various methods of education have been employed from 1870 up to
the present, 1961. The Federal Govemmenb at first tried to educate the
Shoshone people in boarding schools and their prime objective was to
"civilize" the Indian and transform him into the society of the nonIndian as quickly as possible. They attempted to destroy his society,
culture, and language and to turn him away from all his ideals, beliefs,
and, in some cases, his own parents. In the late 1920*8 and 1930's, the
government's view changed toward education and the emphasis was put on
community day schools and the restoration of some cultural activities.
By this time, the public scliools began accepting Indian education as
their responsibility and soon became the main agency for educating the
Indian people. The Government school was closed on the Wind River Res
ervation in 1955, and the public schools then had full responsibility
for Shoshone Indian education.
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History and culture. The Shoshone Indians entered the plains
east of the Bookies in about 1500 from the Great Basin to the west.
They began taking on some plains Indian cultural traits when they
received their first horses in 1700. No contact was made with the
non-Indian until early 1800.

By 1870, the Shoshone were settled on

a reservation, changing from a life of nomadic hunting to one of sup
posed sedentary faiming.

Reservation life and the non-Indian values

meant little to the Shoshone and the people entered a period of conflict
and confusion.
Acculturation.

A campaign to suppress Indian culture was begun

first by reservation segregation, A feeding system was established to
feed the Indians with government rations, as they proved not to be good
farmers and their hunting cycles were destroyed with reservation life,
Indian agents were appointed to take over the judicial functions of the
chief who was stripped of tribal sovereignty,

Indian values were sup

pressed by prohibiting warfare between tribes which also destroyed their
social status. Prestige was lost and they could no longer find goals
and careers on which to base their lives resulting in personal dis
organization and maladjustment.

This policy of suppression did not

Americanize the Indian as anticipated.
Acculturation:

influence on school achievement. Important

factors which tend to influence school achievement of the Shoshone
student are;

(1) parental control, (S) language spoken in the home,

(3) home environment, (4) economic complacence, and (5) Shoshone
students' response to formal education.

The factors presented are in

-130opposition. to the non-Indian standards which place the Shoshone student
at a disadvantage in the public school classroom.

Present Day Status

In general, education, material conditions, employment, and
health standards are relatively low compared to facilities and resources
which are available.

Income, lands and resources, and tribal finance

are adequate for the advancement of the Shoshone people in society.

Attitudes of Parents and Opinions of Teachers

Shoshone parents were interviewed concerning the educational proc
ess of their children. For the most part, attitudes expressed were
wholesome and forward looking.

All agreed education was important to

their children for future needs and purposes. They recommended high
school and some college education. There was some difference of opinion
whether their children should leave the reservation after finishing
school, but most felt it would be good for their children. They would
like to see them learn more things in school than were actually taught,
but generally agreed the schools were doing a good job.
Questionnaires were sent to the teachers of Shoshone students
concerning their opinions toward Shoshone student achievement.

Qualifi

cations of teachers were up to standards and teaching experience was
considerable. The consensus of opinion was that all influential factors
of Shoshone student achievement listed on the questionnaire were retard
ing except student interest in classroom experiences. With the exception
of one teacher, they all agreed that Shoshone language spoken in the home

-131was the most retarding factor. The remaining factors which retard
achievement, according to the teachers' opinions, were, in the order
of their importance; home living conditions, cultural background,
parents' attitude towards school, community environment, economic
status, health standards, Indian attitude towards the non-Indian, and
social standing.

Almost all the teachers agreed that the Shoshone was

of equal intelligence with the non-Indian.

Almost seventy-five percent

said the course of study was not geared to the Shoshone students' back
ground; furthermore, ninety-two percent said it was geared to the nonIndian students' background.

Shoshone Student Achievement

Test data show that grade for grade the Shoshone students® achieve
ment is below that of the non-Indian students. Out of a total of 66
tests, 11 for each grade, the Shoshone student was equal in three tests
and above the non-Indian in only three tests. Starting with the third
grade, the Shoshone student is equal to or above the ITBS median in
eight tests, but are still below the non-Indian median with an average
of six months. It was observed that with each additional grade level
the difference in Shoshone student achievement norms, as compared to the
non-Indian norms and ITBS norms, becomes greater each succeeding year in
school.

Spelling appeared to be the least difficult skill in contrast

to reading comprehension, vocabulary and language usage being the most
difficult. The Shoshone student was found to be lower in language usage
than in any other test. The non-Indian student achievemenb tends to be
lower than normal in the seventh and eighth grade, but this is believed
due to the size of the sangle.

II.

COHC3LUSIONS

It can be concluded that early attempts on the part of the govern
ment to educate the Indian were failures in considering the philosophy
behind the educational process, that is, educate the Indian into being a
member of the dominant society by any means and at any cost. It only
resulted in strengthening the opposition of the Indian people to the
dominant society.

The Indian Bureau policy of segregating, then forcing

the Shoshone people to accept the non-Indian society with all its insti
tutions -was inwardly strengthening their resistance to the non-Indian
way of life. True, they accepted items of necessity and did abandon
certain of their own traits, but new customs were not substituted for
means of adjustment and all this cultural suppression finally led to
the maladjusted, between-culture situation which exists today. It can
be inferred that this situation is the major factor affecting achieve
ment in school.
The Shoshone parents express sincere attitudes toward education
when they are asked, but their attitudes are not expressed with outward
signs of encouragement to their children. Even though the parents feel
as they do, the children are allowed to "go it" on their own as it was
in their pre-reservation culture. The foregoing is not meant to repu
diate the attitudes of the parents; on the contrary, knowing these people
the writer firmly believes that the parents expressed their true atti
tudes during the parent interviews, but it is meant to distinguish
between the method of application of a philosophy of a Shoshone parent
and that of an average non-Indian parent.
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-133Aa inimical attitude on the part of the Shoshone exists towards
the non-Indian because of the non-Indian encroachment and domination of
the Shoshone people during the past one hundred odd years.

They are very-

reluetant in putting their faith in the non-Indian and this is reflected
on the young children who grow up and, in time, acquire this same atti
tude and a new cycle begins.
It can further be concluded that the original culture and the
present maladjusted culture of the Shoshone people are directly respon
sible for: (l) lack of parental control of the children, (2) Shoshone
language as being a barrier between the children and education, (3) the
environment of the home not being an institution of preparation for
school, (4) the complacent attitude towards the economic status, and
(5) the response in the classroom to formal education. These factors
are definite influences of Shoshone student achievement in that publie
school education is more highly formalized and requires a more disci
plined and defined process than did pre-reservation Shoshone education.
They were allowed to experiment freely and almost all of their learning
experiences were a part of everyday life, whereas modern publie school
education is set aside from e^veryday life as a special institution to
teach everyday living and as a preparation for higher technological
learning.
Teacher attitudes are found to be an influence in themselves on
Shoshone student achievement. The majority of the teachers reflect an
attitude of some understanding of the problem which must be a progressive
factor.

On the other hand, referring to some of the additional free

response remarks by teachers, they clearly show that a few do not

-134understancl the problems which confront the Shoshone and, consequently,
affect their ehildrens' school achievement which may be a retarding
factor in itself.

The course of study is concluded to be a retarding

factor in that it is geared primarily to the non-Indian students' back
ground who form about ten percent of the student body, and not primarily
to the Shoshone students' background who form about ninety percent of
the student body. Noting the wide range of scores on some tests, cre
ates a most difficult teaching situation for the teacher in certain
subjects and this can be inferred as being another retarding factor.
With achievement test results in mind and knowing how the Sho
shone student compares with his non-Indian classmates, finally it can be
concluded that the influential factors described above are definite
retarding factors of Shoshone Indian academic achievement.

Ill o

HECOMMENDATIOHS

As a result of this study, certain recommendations are made which
are felt to be of prime importance to the immediate needs of raising the
academic achievement level of the Shoshone student.

Most of these recom

mendations are pointed to the public school, as it should be the basi©
public agency to aid the Shoahone Indians in a self re-acculturation.
The following are suggested:
le

Parents should be encouraged by the school and its personnel to
actively take part in school affairs, A workable understanding
of the problems of both parents and school should be fostered.
To establish this relationship, the school should be made the
center of activity in the community, not merely a day school.
Outgrowths of this relationship could be many and would
strengthen the triangle of understanding and cooperation of
child, parent and school. Examples of these outgrowths follow:
a) Parent-teacher conference,
b) Room mother organizations.

-135c) Parent-school planning sessions.
d) Parent education for better understanding of school problems.
e) Parent education to show the need for education and the
encouragemenb of children for learning,
f) Social gatherings of parent and teacher to establish a one
level society,
g) The use of parents in school activities, such as, field trips,
room parties.
2. A study of the needs of the Shoshone people and the resources
they have to work with should be made. Evaluate the philosophy
and course of study and align them to fit the needs and re
sources of the Shoshone as well as the non-Indian patrons of
the school.
3. Greater toleration should be shown on the part of school personnel
in understanding the problems of assimilation which confront the
Shoshone. In doing so, study the societal and cultural back
ground of these people in an effort to help smoothen the tran
sition from a confused, suppressed culture and society to a
sound, dynamic Shoshone-ohosen culture and society. Also,
participate more in community life for a better understanding
and strengthening of a common bond.
4». Organization of. a kindergarten for five and six year olds is
needed to teach English usage and develop a pre-school common
core of knowledge.
5.

Incorporate into school experiences customs and phases of Shoshone
life, such as, arts and crafts, dress, dancing, food, and so
forth. They should be entitled to retain some of their ethnic
traits just as any of the other nationalities of people have
done in the United States, which may lead to an incorporation
of some of their traits into the dominant society. This could
eventually lead to a feeling of the Shoshone as being a part
of, rather than subordinate to, the "American" way of life* .
Farther recommendations of wider scope are likewise considered

pertinent:
1.

A linguistic research program should be conducted pertaining to
the problem of Shoshone language as a barrier in the childrens'
education,

2,

Research studies should be conducted by anthropologists, sociol
ogists, and psychologists to aid the Shoshone people in their
effort to find a solid basis for life.
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Final recognaendatlon;
3. The dominant society has legally given the Indian civil rights;
the ni^t is far spent, they should afford them their rights of human
dignity.
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APPENDIX A
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WRITER'S EXEERIENCE

The writer has taught nine years in schools with a predominant
Indian enrollment; two years in a Federal school, Wind River Oomninity
Day School, Fort Washakie, Wyoming; one year at Stewart, Nevada, an offreservation boarding school which enrolled students from many different
Indian tribes from Nevada and Arizona; five years at Fort Washakie Public
School; and one year at Morton High School. He has had the opportunity
of experiencing several different phases of Shoshone education and has
witnessed the various changes of the past nine years as given in the
schools' history.
During these nine years he has, in addition to teaching, coached
athletic teams which afforded him additional contact with students and
parents; actively participated in independent basketball teams with the
Shoshone men and often was the only non-Indian on the team; lived in the
oomnmnity, attended social gatherings and tribal ceremoniesj and gone
into Indian homes on school business and as a social caller visiting
friends. He has worked with them during branding time and fighting fires
and also fished and hunted with them. The writer has sat by the fire
often at the tribal Sun Danoe, and on occasion, all night. He has been
offered costumes and has been asked to dance with them during tribal
dances and was invited to participate in the Sun. Dance.

They speak to

him freely in English and sometimes even in sign language.
Through this socialization he has come to know a great many of
the people, some of whom he considers his best fipiends. These social
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-144experiences are not common, among the average teachers of the aioshone
people, and the foregoing is only presented to enlighten the reader as
to the basic understanding the writer has gained of the Shoshone people
and the sincerity of intent of this study.

IPEMDIX B
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HISTOEY OF ROBEEPS' MISSION

The following historical sketch of the Shoshone Indian Mission
Boarding School* more commonly knoisn as Roberts* Mission, located near
Fort Washakie, Wyoming, was submitted by Miss G%en Roberts, daughter
of the late Eeverand John Roberts.
In 1890 Bishop Talbot*s School, later named the Shoshone Indian
Mission Boarding School, was made possible when Washakie, chief of
the Shoshones, made a gift to the Rev. John Roberts of one hundred
sixty acres for the site of a permanent school for Shoshone girls.
This gift was ratified by an act of Congress and by the Indian Tribal
Council,
Chief Washakie realized that the hope of the Indian was in the
education of the young in Christian schools, where they would become
self-supporting and self-respecting citizens. Eren when he was old
and had to be helped on the horse, he would ride over to the Mission
to see if the children were progressing satisfactorily. This school
was in session fifty-five years.
By stocking the farm with cattle and horses, pigs and chickens,
and by growing all the vegetables and fruit used by the pupils, the
school was almost self-supporting when it was closed in 1945, Be
sides keeping enough for the Mission farm, many thousands of pounds
of alfalfa seed and seed oats were sold to the Indian Department in
1897, The value of a good example is shorn by the fact that the
Indians raised one million pounds of grain in the next year.
Quoting Êpom the 53rd. Congressional Record of the year 1893,
the Bon, F, P« Sterling, John W. Meldrum, and K. B, Crump special
Commissioners appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, had the
following to say of the Indians and the Shoshone Indian Mission
and farm.
"That these Indians will work if the proper influence is brought
to bear, and that the land will yield abundant returns, is a fact,
wbich has been demonstrated by the Rev, J. Roberts, in charge of the
Episcopal mission on the Reserrât ion. He has now 160 acres of land,
upon which is located the mission school building, a substantial and
very creditable two-story brick structure, enclosed by a good poleand-wire fence, all under cultivation and thoroughly irrigated,
, « , Fr, Roberts should be encouraged and assisted in his good work,
as, in our opinion, a more self-sacrificing and earnest Christian
worker never entered a field of labor, it being a fact that can not
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-147be successfully contradicted that he has done more toward advancing
these Indians in education, fanning, and mechanical pursuits than
all other agencies combined. Three or four men of ?r. Eoberts'
intelligence and earnestness of purpose, with authority and assist
ance from the Department to carry their ideas into execution unham
pered by the lAims of the agent, would do imre in five years toward
making these Indians self-supporting than the present system of
management will accomplish in a lifetime."
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QUESTIONS ASKED DOSING PARENT IMERYIEW

1. Do you think education is important to your child or children?
Why?

Why not?

2. How much education would you like to see them get?
3. lhat line of work would you like your children to do after they
finish school?

IShy?

4. Do you think your child should leave the reservation to work and
live when he finishes school?
Why?

Why not?

5. lhat things should your child learn in school?
„
6»

Do they learn these things?
Do you think report cards and grades are important?
Why?

Why not?

7. Do you think it would be better if the teachers were Shoshone or
another type of Indian?
Why?

Why not?

8. #iat do you think of your school?
9.

What could the school do to give your child a better education?

10. How far did you go in school?
Father

Where

Mother

Where
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TEACHER qilESTIOMAIHB
SED3H0T3S DOIAN EDUCATION
A Study of Certain Influential Factors Affecting Academic AcMe-veioent

Part I
Directions:

Please answer each item as it applies to you. If you wish,
you may omit your name,
Name
Date

1. Education;

Eon-degree

yrs.

Master's
2,

+

+

quarter hours.

quarter hours.

Grade or grades taught during school year 1960-61 s
Circle -

3e

Degree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of years taught in each grade:
Beginner
3rd

yrs., 1st
yrs., 4th

yrs., 7th
secondary

yrs., 2nd
yrs.» 5th

yrs.: 8th

yrs.. Total

yrs.,

yrs., 6th
yrs.,
yrs.

Part II
Directions:

Please check (X) items which tend to progress, retard, or
ha-ve no significant influence on Shoshone academic achieve
ment.
No
Progress Retard Influence

1.

Community environment

__________

2o

Cultural background

__________ ________ _________

3*

Economic status

_________

4. Health standards

_________ _________ __________

5. Home living contitions

__________ _________ ___________
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No
Retard Influence

6. Indian attitude towards non-Indians
7»

Parents' attitude toward school

________
__________ _______ _______

8. Shoshone language spoken in the home

_________

9. Social standing

, _______ __________

10. Student interest in classroom experiences _______ _______ _________

Part III
Directions:

Please cheek (X) the proper space and base your answer on the
opinion you ha?e formed in working with these people; not on
standardized I«Q« tests they have taken,

1. [The average intelligence of the Shoshone Indian as compared to the
average non-Indian is:

Below
Equal to_
Above

Briefly give reasons for your answer

Part IV
Directions:
1«

Please check (X) "Yes" or "Ho" for the following questions;

Is the course of study, including textbooks, in your school geared
to the:
a. type of community in which your school is located.

3e8
Ho
Q] Q

b. Shoshone Indian students® background.

[[]

c. non-Indian students' background.

Q
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-5Part T

Direotions:

Please list any additional influence on Shoshone Indian
student aoademlo achievement whioh you have experienced
as a teacher.

Part 71

Directions:

Please answer briefly what could be done, in your opinion,
to raise the academic achievement level of Shoshone Indian
students.
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NOETHEBH ARAPAHOE PLACED ON TEE SHOSHOHS INDIAN EESEEYS

The Northern Arapahoe Tribe was brought on the Wind Elver BeserTation as prisoners of war in 1878. They had become destitute on the
Northern Plains with the almost complete extermination of the buffalo.
The placing of these people with the Shoshones was intended to be a
temporary measure, done with reluctant approval of Chief Washakie.
Introducing a foreign tribe on the reservation was in violation of the
treaty between the Wind Elver Shoshone and the United States, The
Arapahoe not only had m rights on the reservation, but they were also
a hostile tribe whose members had been raiding the Wind Elver Shoshone
and local whites. The Arapahoe were a true plains tribe, although they
shared many cultural traits, such as buffalo hunting, waging war, and
wearing plains dress with the Shoshone, The two tribes were funda
mentally at variance culturally.

Their languages were of two distinctly

different stocks.
Demoralization of the Arapahoe began before they were settled on
the reservation. The loss of their food supply, the losing battle for
their hunting territories, the failure of whites to keep the first
treaties, the first free aecess of liquor, prostitution of their women,
disease, and the general harassing that led to their placement in Pine
Ridge Reservation as prisoners of war to be fed and kept In idleness,
broke much of their morale and the harmonious functioning of their tribal
life. The Arapahoe had been a party to the Treaty of Fort Laramie of
1851 and subsequent treaties which guaranteed hunting oountries to the
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-156northern plains tribes.

With the failure to uphold agreements, the

Arapahoe became hostile », hunting as they could and fighting white
invaders, until subdued by starvation and the military#

The ultimate

settlement on the Wind Elver Reservation, although as neighbors of
an enemy tribe, was received with hope for peaoe and seearity. They
settled on the east end of the reservation, containing the more valu
able farming territory. The government issued them rations of food
and clothing for many years»

The settlement of the two largest bands

became the comnmnities of Ethete and Arapahoe»^

United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, %story and Eoonomy
of the Indians of the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming" (Billings,
Montana! Missouri River Basin Investigations Staff, 1950), pp. 4-8.
(Mimeographed.)
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TEEATIIS MD DETEIMIHASION OF HESEEflTION BOUNDARIES

By the Fort Bridger Treaty of July 2, 1863, the original area of
tha reservation, waa flzsd at approilmatdly 44,672,000 aerea in the States
of Cblorado, Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming. The second Fort Bridger Treaty
of July 3, 1868, reduced the area of the reservation to 5,054,182 aores*
The area acquired through this treaty consists of the present Wind Elver
Eeserration and areas adjacent thereto that have been taken from it since
that time. "The Brunot Agreement, dated September 26, 1872, provided for
the cession of approximately 710,642 acres from the southern part of the
territory described in the Treaty of 1868. The McLaughlin Agreement, of
April 21, 1896, provided for the transfer to the United States of 55,040
acres from the northeast corner of the réservation. These lands are
located at and adjacent to Thermopolls, %omlng.

In the second Mclaughlin

Agreement, dated April 21, 1904, the Indians ceded to the United States
for homestead entry 1,480,000 acres, constituting that part of the reser
vation located north and east of the Big Wind Elver.
In 1938, a long standing claim of the Shoshone against the govemmaat because of the encroachment of the Arapahoe on their land was
settled by an award of #4,455,000. Ukder an agreement for reimhursement from joint tribal fUnds (oil and gas royalties and permits, and
so forth), the Shoshone allowed $1,000,000 of their judgaem* money to
be used in a joint tribal acquisition program,. Under this land purchase
program, nearly all of the remaining alienated and allotted lands on
the reservation north of the Big Wind Elver, with the exception of the
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With these cessions,

restorations, purchases, and sales, the area within the exterior bound
aries of the reservation is now 2,268,008 acres, of which all but
187,691 acres are owned by the tribes or by individual Indians,^

United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, "History and Economy
of the Indians of the Wind Hiver Reservation, Wyoming" (Billings,
Montana: Missouri River Basin Investigations Staff, 1950), p. 10.
(Mimeographed.)

